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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This second edition policy brief revisits the long and storied literature on whether money matters in providing a quality education. It includes research released since the original brief in 2012 and covers a handful of additional topics. Increasingly, political rhetoric adheres to the unfounded certainty that money doesn’t make a difference in education, and that reduced funding is unlikely to harm educational quality. Such proclamations have even been used to justify large cuts to education budgets over the past few years. These positions, however, have little basis in the empirical research on the relationship between funding and school quality.

In the following brief, I discuss major studies on three specific topics: (a) whether how much money schools spend matters; (b) whether specific schooling resources that cost money matter; and (c) whether substantive and sustained state school finance reforms matter. Regarding these three questions, I conclude:

DOES MONEY MATTER?
Yes. On average, aggregate measures of per-pupil spending are positively associated with improved or higher student outcomes. The size of this effect is larger in some studies than in others, and, in some cases, additional funding appears to matter more for some students than for others. Clearly, there are other factors that may moderate the influence of funding on student outcomes, such as how that money is spent. In other words, money must be spent wisely to yield benefits. But, on balance, in direct tests of the relationship between financial resources and student outcomes, money matters.

DO SCHOOLING RESOURCES THAT COST MONEY MATTER?
Yes. Schooling resources that cost money, including smaller class sizes, additional supports, early childhood programs and more competitive teacher compensation (permitting schools and districts to recruit and retain a higher-quality teacher workforce), are positively associated with student outcomes. Again, in some cases, those effects are larger than in others, and there is also variation by student population and other contextual variables. On the whole, however, the things that cost money benefit students, and there is scarce evidence that there are more cost-effective alternatives.

DO STATE SCHOOL FINANCE REFORMS MATTER?
Yes. Sustained improvements to the level and distribution of funding across local public school districts can lead to improvements in the level and distribution of student outcomes. While money alone may not be the answer, more equitable and adequate allocation of financial inputs to schooling provide a necessary underlying condition for improving the equity and adequacy of outcomes. The available evidence suggests that appropriate combinations of more adequate funding with more accountability for its use may be most promising.
While there may in fact be better and more efficient ways to leverage the education dollar toward improved student outcomes, we do know the following:

- Many of the ways in which schools currently spend money do improve student outcomes.
- When schools have more money, they have greater opportunity to spend productively. When they don’t, they can’t.
- Arguments that across-the-board budget cuts will not hurt outcomes are completely unfounded.

In short, money matters, resources that cost money matter, and a more equitable distribution of school funding can improve outcomes. Policymakers would be well-advised to rely on high-quality research to guide the critical choices they make regarding school finance.
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FRAMING THE QUESTION

It is hard to imagine a time in the history of American public education when there has been such a widespread political effort to argue that improving the quality of schools has little or nothing to do with the amount of money spent on public education.

That is, that money simply doesn’t matter.

Political certainty regarding the unimportance of money for schools and the need for schools to “tighten their belts” is frequently grounded in misrepresentations of total spending growth and test score trends at the national level over the past 30 years. The typical storyline is that while spending per pupil has increased dramatically and pupil-to-teacher ratios have declined, scores on national assessments have stagnated and scores on international assessments have fallen behind the rest of the developed world. The conclusion: We’re spending more and more, and not getting results, so it’s clear that money doesn’t make a difference.

To a large extent, the escalation of rhetoric is a sign of the times, in terms of both economic and political context. At the outset of the recent economic downturn, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan declared this to be the era of the “new normal,” a period in which budget cutbacks are the norm and local public school districts must learn to do more with less.

At the state level, where the primary responsibility for financing public schools lies, this rhetoric has been particularly bold.

Florida Gov. Rick Scott, for example, in justifying his cuts to the state’s education budget, remarked:

“We’re spending a lot of money on education, and when you look at the results, it’s not great.”

In his 2011 “State of the State” address, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo declared:

“Not only do we spend too much, but we get too little in return. We spend more money on education than any state in the nation, and we are number 34 in terms of results.”

More recently, in reference to a legal challenge brought against New York State by small city school districts, Cuomo opined:

“We spend more than any other state in the country. It ain’t about the money. It’s about how you spend it—and the results.”

In an interview with New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, the Wall Street Journal reported:

“According to Mr. Christie, New Jersey taxpayers are spending $22,000 per student in the Newark school system yet less than a third of these students graduate, proving that more money isn’t the answer to better performance.”

And in conversations regarding federal education spending priorities, Virginia Rep. Dave Brat proclaimed:

“Socrates trained Plato in on a rock and then Plato trained in Aristotle roughly speaking on a rock. So, huge funding is not necessary to achieve the greatest minds and the greatest intellects in history.”

And so it is: We need only provide a sufficient collection of rocks to ensure educational adequacy. That is, setting aside the modern-day competitive wage required to recruit and retain philosophy instructors of the quality of Socrates and provide them 1-to-1 student-teacher ratios.

While political rhetoric is often divorced from empirically rigorous research, the echo chamber regarding the unimportance of funding for improving school quality has amplified, and has migrated to the entirely unsupportable proposition that funding cuts cause no harm. In other words, the political message has gone several steps beyond questioning whether a systematic relationship exists between funding and school quality—a classic research framing of the issue—to bold assertions that we now know, with certainty, that money doesn’t matter and that the path to school improvement can be accomplished despite—or even because of—reductions in spending.

Whether political rhetoric is partly to blame, even as the economy has begun to rebound in most states, state school finance systems have become increasingly inequitable, with levels of state support for public schools stagnant at best. In a recently published article, I found that during the recession, state school finance systems took a substantial hit, both in terms of total state and local revenue and in terms of equity between districts serving lower- and higher-poverty student populations:

“...
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A more recent report from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities revealed that through 2014-15, most state school finance systems had not yet begun to substantively rebound:

"At least 30 states are providing less funding per student for the 2014-15 school year than they did before the recession hit. Fourteen of these states have cut per-student funding by more than 10 percent. (These figures, like all the comparisons in this paper, are in inflation-adjusted dollars and focus on the primary form of state aid to local schools.)

Most states are providing more funding per student in the new school year than they did a year ago, but funding has generally not increased enough to make up for cuts in past years. For example, Alabama is increasing school funding by $16 per pupil this year. But that is far less than is needed to offset the state’s $1,144 per-pupil cut over the previous six years." 

In short, the decline of state school finance systems continues and the rhetoric opposing substantive school finance reform shows little sign of easing. Districts serving the neediest student populations continue to take the hardest hit. Yet, concurrently, many states are raising outcome standards for students and increasing the consequences on schools and teachers for not achieving those outcome standards. Some positive signs include recent structural reforms in California and Pennsylvania, possibly involving new revenue, in each case focusing on districts serving high-poverty student populations. But other states that made substantial cuts during the economic downturn have continued to cut (Kansas) or largely freeze (New York) state aid, even under the pressure of prior and ongoing judicial review and oversight.

The growing political consensus that money doesn’t matter stands in sharp contrast to the substantial body of empirical research that has accumulated over time, but which gets virtually no attention in our public discourse. This policy brief reviews that literature. Specifically, I review three major bodies of evidence, each of which pertains to a specific element of the broad topic of whether money matters in determining the quality of education. These three literatures are organized by the following guiding questions:

1. Does money matter? Are differences in aggregate school funding associated with differences in short- and long-term measured outcomes?

2. Do school resources that cost money matter? Are differences in access to specific schooling programs or resources—where “resources” mean the various things that money buys, such as smaller classes, higher salaries and instructional materials—associated with differences in short- and long-term measured outcomes?

3. Do school finance reforms matter? Do substantive and sustained reforms to state school finance systems, including raising the level of funding or redistributing money more equitably, lead to improvements in the level or distribution of student outcomes?

I discuss only domestic studies, primarily those that focus on short-term and intermediate-term outcomes, such as achievement (e.g., test scores) and attainment (e.g., graduation). Furthermore, preference is given to studies that appear in peer-reviewed academic journals and books (see endnote 13 for the full selection criteria). I also discuss the sources of information that have been frequently used to cast doubt on whether money is related to educational outcomes. Finally, I summarize what we know from the preponderance of evidence, as derived from rigorous empirical analysis, as well as what we do not yet know. And in an appendix to this brief, I discuss, in general terms, methodological issues around the study of whether money matters in education.

FROM THE COLEMAN REPORT TO THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION

The saga over whether money matters in American public education can be traced back to the broader question of whether schools matter. That is, whether schools and school quality have any influence on student achievement, educational attainment and future earnings. The first national, large-scale quantitative analysis to explore this question was sociologist James Coleman’s widely cited “Equality of Educational Opportunity” report, which came about as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Among other things, the Coleman report explored the relationship between school resource measures and student outcomes, finding little relationship between the two.
Using the (more limited) statistical techniques of the day, Coleman concluded that, on balance, the strongest correlations with student outcome measures were not found in schools but rather among factors related to parental income, parental education levels and resources in the home. That said, among school resource measures, Coleman did find that teacher characteristics were positively associated with student outcomes, and more strongly so for minority students compared with white students. Nonetheless, the implication drawn by many was that schools simply don’t matter. An extension of this implication was that putting more money into schools to try to improve quality was unlikely to matter either.

However, recent re-analyses of the Coleman report data, using up-to-date statistical techniques and computing capacity, found that even Coleman’s data indicate that schooling quality has significant effects on student outcomes. In one recent example, Konstantopolous and Borman (2011) conclude:

“Our results also indicated that schools play meaningful roles in distributing equality or inequality of educational outcomes to females, minorities, and the disadvantaged.”

In a related analysis, Borman and Dowling (2010) report:

“Even after statistically taking into account students’ family background, a large proportion of the variation among true school means is related to differences explained by school characteristics.”

In short, while family background certainly matters most, schools matter as well. Furthermore, there exist substantive differences in school quality that explain a substantial portion of the variation in student outcomes.

Subsequent studies using alternative data sources explored the relationship between schooling quality and various outcomes, including the economic rate of return to schooling (e.g., future earnings). For example, Card and Krueger (1992) studied the relationship between school quality measures, including pupil-to-teacher ratios and relative teacher pay, and the rate of return to education for men born between 1920 and 1949. Card and Krueger found that men educated in states with higher-quality schools have a higher return to additional years of schooling. Rates of return were also higher for individuals from states with better-educated teachers.

Similarly, Betts (1996) provided an extensive review of the literature that attempts to link measures of schooling quality and adult earnings, including Card and Krueger’s study. Betts explains that, while the overall results of such studies were mixed, they were generally positive. More specifically, he pointed to more positive results for studies evaluating the association between district-level spending and earnings, as opposed to those attempting to identify a link between school-level resources and earnings, for which results are murkier.

The re-analyses of Coleman’s data, coupled with subsequent credible findings using alternative data sources, served to discredit the original Coleman report findings (and more specifically, common interpretations of the report that schools and school quality matter little). It is now clear that schools matter.

### IS AGGREGATE SPENDING CORRELATED WITH OUTCOME MEASURES?

After the release of the Coleman report, numerous scholars took advantage of new and richer data sources. They were largely focused on exploring in greater depth why schools didn’t seem to matter—the common, and now discredited, interpretation of the Coleman report. In 1986, 20 years after Coleman, economist Eric Hanushek published a paper that would arguably become the most widely cited source for the claim that money simply doesn’t matter when it comes to improving school quality and student outcomes.

The paper, a meta-analysis of the large collection of post-Coleman studies, used data from a variety of contexts, small and large, in the United States and elsewhere. Hanushek tallied the findings of those studies. Some found a positive relationship between spending and student outcomes, while others found no relationship or a negative one. He came to the following conclusion, which was italicized for emphasis in the original publication:

“There appears to be no strong or systematic relationship between school expenditures and student performance.” (p. 1162)

In the years that followed, this finding became a mantra for many politicians and advocates, and it has echoed through the halls of state and federal courthouses where school funding is deliberated. To this day, it has maintained an impressive air of credibility in many circles, although, as discussed below, the analyses behind it were refuted on numerous occasions by leading scholars in the decade that followed. Furthermore, as also shown below, many of the studies originally reviewed by Hanushek, which were published in the 1960s and 1970s, no longer pass muster methodologically, given advances in data quality, statistical techniques, and researchers’ understanding of educational production and schooling quality.
In assessing Hanushek’s conclusion, it is important to distinguish between inconsistent findings about the spending-outcomes relationship on the one hand, and bold declarations that money doesn’t matter on the other. Within a developed body of research on almost any topic, there is always at least some degree of inconsistency in findings. The key is to adjudicate between studies in terms of their quality and scope, and to assess whether a general conclusion might be drawn from the preponderance of the high-quality evidence.

Accordingly, the most direct rebuttal to Hanushek’s characterization of the findings of existing research came in a series of re-analyses by University of Chicago scholars Rob Greenwald, Larry Hedges and Richard Laine, who gathered the studies originally cited by Hanushek in 1986 and conducted meta-analyses of those that met certain quality parameters. They included studies that (a) had appeared in a refereed journal or book; (b) used U.S. data; (c) had outcome measures that were some form of academic achievement; (d) used data at the district or less-aggregate level; (e) employed a model that controlled for socioeconomic characteristics, fit with longitudinal data; and (f) included data that were independent of other data included in the universe of studies considered by Hanushek. Notably, these “quality control measures” pruned a significant share of studies used by Hanushek.

Specifically pertaining to aggregate per-pupil spending measures, Greenwald, Hedges and Laine (1996) found that, among statistically significant findings, the vast majority of study findings were positive (11:1), and that most of the analyses that did not find a statistically discernible relationship between spending and outcomes still found a positive association (p. 368). They concluded:

“Global resource variables such as PPE [per-pupil expenditures] show strong and consistent relations with achievement. In addition, resource variables that attempt to describe the quality of teachers (teacher ability, teacher education, and teacher experience) show very strong relations with student achievement.” (p. 384)

Digging deeper and exploring the relationship between a variety of resource and student outcome measures, Greenwald, Hedges and Laine came to the conclusion that “a broad range of resources were positively related to student outcomes, with ‘effect sizes’ large enough to suggest that moderate increases in spending may be associated with significant increases in achievement” (p. 361). This finding stands in sharp contrast to Hanushek’s statement of uncertainty.

Other researchers, including Wenglinsky (1996), went on to explore with greater precision the measures of financial inputs to schooling that are most strongly associated with variations in student outcomes. Largely confirming the meta-analyses of Greenwald, Hedges and Laine, Wenglinsky’s analysis found that “per-pupil expenditures for instruction and the administration of school districts are associated with achievement because both result in reduced class size, which raises achievement” (p. 221).

More recent studies (later 1990s and early 2000s) examining the relationship between financial resources and student outcomes made incremental improvements to production function analyses by (a) adjusting the value of the education dollar for regional cost variation; (b) testing alternative “functional forms” of the relationship between financial inputs and student outcomes; and (c) applying other statistical corrections for the measurement of inputs. These studies have invariably found a positive, statistically significant (though at times small) relationship between student achievement gains and financial inputs.

They also, however, raised new, important issues about the complexities of attempting to identify a direct link between money and student outcomes. These difficulties include equating the value of the dollar across widely varied geographic and economic contexts, as well as accurately separating the role of expenditures from that of students’ family backgrounds, which also play some role in determining local funding. Most of the studies included in Hanushek’s review suffered from serious data and methodological limitations, which have since been addressed in more recent work.

Interest in direct dollar-to-outcomes analysis also stalled due to the imprecision of data on financial resources available to school sites and children. Most existing financial data continue to be reported at the school district level, but resources may vary widely across schools within these districts. As a result, questions about whether money matters are often restricted to linking district-level funding with student-level outcomes, which ignores the manner in which district funds are distributed among schools. School-site spending data are increasingly available but have not generally been the subject of new production function studies. That is, few studies have as yet evaluated the relationship between school-level spending and student-level outcomes. Instead, researchers have increasingly focused on “within school” factors that are thought to influence student outcomes, including schooling resources, such as class sizes and teacher characteristics, which are often more easily linked in datasets to schools and classrooms.

To summarize this discussion on whether resources matter, it is important to recognize that Hanushek’s original conclusion from 1986 was merely a statement of “uncertainty” about whether a consistent relationship exists between spending and student outcomes—one that is big enough to be important. His conclusion was not that such a relationship does...
not exist. Nor was it a statement that schools with fewer resources are better, or that reducing funding can be an effective way to improve schools.

By the early 2000s, the cloud of uncertainty conjured by Hanushek in 1986 had largely lifted in the aftermath of the various, more rigorous studies that followed, with finance scholars using detailed datasets to examine more finely grained relationships between money and student outcomes.

The uncertainty has been replaced with an empirically grounded confidence that funding does matter.

**DO RESOURCES MATTER?**

Analyzing the relationship between *overall* spending and outcomes is a limited tool. Some things work and others do not—a high-spending state or district that allocates resources to ineffective policies might not show results, and vice versa. In short, it’s not just how much you spend but how you spend it. Accordingly, both parallel with, and emergent from, the literature exploring whether aggregate measures of per-pupil spending are positively associated with student outcomes, there are now numerous studies of how specific schooling resources affect student outcomes. Typically, these studies have explored measures including (but not limited to):

1. Teacher salaries; and
2. Pupil-to-teacher ratios (class sizes).

Both of these resource measures have financial implications. Thus, it is natural, when exploring whether money matters, to explore whether things that cost money matter.

**Teacher quality and wages**

The Coleman report looked at a variety of specific schooling resource measures, most notably teacher characteristics, finding positive relationships between these traits and student outcomes. A multitude of studies on the relationship between teacher characteristics and student outcomes have followed, producing mixed messages as to which characteristics matter most and by how much. Inconsistent findings on the relationship between teacher “effectiveness” and how teachers get paid—by experience and education—added fuel to the “money doesn’t matter” fire. Since a large proportion of school spending necessarily goes to teacher compensation, and (according to this argument) since we’re not paying teachers in a manner that reflects or incentivizes their productivity, then spending more money won’t help. In other words, the assertion is that money spent on the current system doesn’t matter, but it could if the system was to change.

Of course, in a sense, this is an argument that money does matter. But it also misses the important point about the role of experience and education in determining teachers’ salaries, and what that means for student outcomes.

While teacher salary schedules may determine pay differentials across teachers within districts, the simple fact is that *where* one teaches is also very important in determining how much he or she makes. Arguing over attributes that drive the raises in salary schedules also ignores the bigger question of whether paying teachers more in general might improve the quality of the workforce and, ultimately, student outcomes. Teacher pay is increasingly uncompetitive with salaries offered by other professions, and the “penalty” teachers pay increases the longer they stay on the job.

A substantial body of literature has accumulated to validate the conclusion that teachers’ overall wages and relative wages affect the quality of those who choose to enter the teaching profession, and whether they stay once they get in. For example, Murnane and Olson (1989) found that salaries affect the decision to enter teaching and the duration of the teaching career, while Figlio (1997, 2002) and Ferguson (1991) concluded that higher salaries are associated with more qualified teachers. In addition, more recent studies have tackled the specific issues of relative pay noted above. Loeb and Page (2000) showed that:

> “Once we adjust for labor market factors, we estimate that raising teacher wages by 10 percent reduces high school dropout rates by 3 percent to 4 percent. Our findings suggest that previous studies have failed to produce robust estimates because they lack adequate controls for non-wage aspects of teaching and market differences in alternative occupational opportunities.”

In short, while salaries are not the only factor involved, they do affect the quality of the teaching workforce, which in turn affects student outcomes.

Research on the flip side of this issue—evaluating spending constraints or reductions—reveals the potential harm to teaching quality that flows from leveling down or reducing spending. For example, Figlio and Rueben (2001) note: “Using data from the National Center for Education Statistics we find that tax limits systematically reduce the average quality of education majors, as well as new public school teachers in states that have passed these limits.”

Salaries also play a potentially important role in improving the *equity* of student outcomes. While several studies show that higher salaries relative to labor market norms can draw higher-quality candidates into teaching, the evidence
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also indicates that relative teacher salaries across schools and districts may influence the distribution of teaching quality. For example, Ondrich, Pas and Yinger (2008) find that "teachers in districts with higher salaries relative to non-teaching salaries in the same county are less likely to leave teaching and that a teacher is less likely to change districts when he or she teaches in a district near the top of the teacher salary distribution in that county."  

With regard to teacher quality and school racial composition, Hanushek, Kain and Rivkin (2004) note: "A school with 10 percent more black students would require about 10 percent higher salaries in order to neutralize the increased probability of leaving." Others, however, point to the limited capacity of salary differentials to counteract attrition by compensating for working conditions.  

In a perfect world, we could tie teacher pay directly to productivity, but contemporary efforts to do so, including performance bonuses based on student test results, have generally failed to produce concrete results in the United States. Recently published studies of individual and group financial incentives continue to find mixed to null effects, although alternative compensation models in some settings have yielded positive results. Dee and Wyckoff (2014) find some evidence that a comprehensive strategy combining teacher evaluation and financial incentives can yield marginal improvements to the average rate of student achievement growth among retained teachers. Similarly, in a study of an Austin, Texas, pay-for-performance (P4P) program, Balch and Springer (2015) found that the school district’s “REACH program is associated with positive student test score gains in both math and reading during the initial year of implementation. Student test score gains are maintained in the second year, but we do not find any additional growth.”  

Sojourner and colleagues (2014) found: “Exploiting district variation in participation status and timing, we find evidence that P4P-centered HRM [human resource management] reform raises students’ achievement by 0.03 standard deviations.” In a more extreme application of financial incentives, characterized as “loss aversion,” Fryer and colleagues (2012) study the effect of providing teachers’ bonuses in advance and taking the money back if students do not improve sufficiently. They find that this approach “yields math test score increases between 0.2 and 0.4 standard deviations. This effect is on par with the impact of increasing teacher quality by more than one standard deviation.”  

Still missing in this literature are cost-effectiveness comparisons of the alternatives. That is, if we take the same total payroll dollars and allocate those dollars traditionally across teachers with incremental differences in salaries by experience and credentials held, as opposed to implementing those salaries and bonuses by the above alternatives (along with paying for the associated costs of the evaluation metrics used for allocating salaries), do we see differences in the production of student outcomes? That is, can comparable or better outcomes be achieved where the summed costs of alternative compensation and producing metrics for allocating that compensation are equal to or less than current costs?  

Assertions that performance-based pay is necessarily more cost-effective than traditional salary structures also falsely assume traditional step-and-lane salary schedules to be monolithic. In practice, salary differentials associated with experience and credentials vary widely. Some are compressed from top to bottom, while others are not, and they may favor experience over credentials or vice versa. Hendricks (2015a, 2015b) explores these issues: “Increasing salaries for teachers with 3 or more years of experience differentially retains high-ability teachers, while higher salaries for teachers with 0-2 years of experience differentially retain low-ability teachers. This likely occurs because higher early-career salaries disrupt a positive sorting process that exists among novice teachers.”  

That is, one might restructure traditional salary schedules to achieve gains comparable to or greater than deeper structural changes to compensation. Hendricks also finds that changing salary structures may alter recruitment potential and the recruiting pool: “Overall, a 1% increase in base salary for teachers of a particular experience level increases the proportion of the targeted teachers hired by 0.04-0.08 percentage points. Pay increases have the largest effect on hire rates among teachers with 2-3 years of experience and the effect diminishes with experience. I show that higher teacher salaries provide a dual benefit of retaining and attracting a more effective distribution of teachers. Districts may also improve student achievement growth at no cost by reshaping their salary schedules so that they are increasing and concave in teacher experience.”  

In the wake of growing literature and policy rhetoric asserting the inefficiency of paying teachers according to experience and credentials, a handful of new studies have surfaced revealing that the gains in student outcomes resulting from increased teacher experience may extend well beyond the first few years of experience. Thus, it would not be entirely inefficient for salaries to continue scaling upward with increased experience, especially given additional costs of implementing alternative measures on which to base salaries. Wiswall (2013) finds: “Using an unrestricted experience model I find that for mathematics achievement there are high returns to later career teaching experience, about twice as
much dispersion in initial teacher quality as previously estimated, and a pattern of negative selection where high quality teachers are more likely to exit.”

Papay and Kraft (2015) find:

“Consistent with past research, we find that teachers experience rapid productivity improvement early in their careers. However, we also find evidence of returns to experience later in the career, indicating that teachers continue to build human capital beyond these first years.”

Ladd and Sorensen (2014) find:

“Once we control statistically for the quality of individual teachers by the use of teacher fixed effects, we find large returns to experience for middle school teachers in the form both of higher test scores and improvements in student behavior, with the clearest behavioral effects emerging for reductions in student absenteeism. Moreover these returns extend well beyond the first few years of teaching.”

Perhaps most importantly, the overall efficiency and effectiveness of teacher compensation does not depend exclusively on the extent to which each dollar allocated to any and every teacher’s salary can be associated precisely with a measurable, marginal gain to the test scores of children linked with that teacher. First, benefits of schooling extend beyond short-term achievement gains. Second, teacher compensation exists, and exerts whatever influence it may have, within a complex social and economic system. Thoughtful expositions considering these complex dynamics are few and far between. Two recent examples, however, include a largely theoretical piece, supported by longitudinal descriptive data by Gilpin and Kaganovich (2011), and a recent National Bureau of Economic Research paper by Rothstein (2012).

Gilpin and Kaganovich (2011) propose a general equilibrium model of teacher quantity and quality adopting the premise that teachers’ relative wages (to other sectors) are critical to maintaining a quality teaching workforce. Additionally, compression of salaries (at the high end) may reduce retention and recruitment of talented teachers. Illustrated in their data, the long-term increase in teacher quantity has led to lagging wage competitiveness, thus potentially compromising labor quality. But so too has growth in wages of competing sectors. They explain that a rise in premium for high ability will outpace that for the average. These increase costs are not offset by technological change, hence an additional downward pressure on the “real” quality of education inputs. The costs of high quality labor are increasing faster than the resources required to pay the premiums that simply maintain quality, and there exist no viable technological substitutes to offset those increases. As such, we can expect the real quality of educational inputs to decline. Because of the rise in premium for high ability, Gilpin and Kaganovich assert that “countering this trend would therefore require an increase in the share of GDP spent on basic education, assuming that the institutional setup of the school system remains unchanged” (428). In other words, because talent is becoming more expensive more rapidly in other sectors, more investment, as a share of GDP, may be required merely to maintain education quality. That said, this theoretical exposition, while built on much the same research base as I review herein and previously, is not fully vetted in the present article.

Rothstein (2012) critiques the presumption that tying teacher pay directly to measures of performance outcomes would necessarily improve efficiency of money allocated to compensation. He explains:

“Simulations indicate that labor market interactions are important to the evaluation of alternative teacher contracts. Typical bonus policies have very small effects on selection. Firing policies can have larger effects, if accompanied by substantial salary increases. However, misalignment between productivity and measured performance nearly eliminates the benefits while preserving most of the costs.”

And so it goes—while we have some new evidence that alternative compensation methods and evaluation metrics may yield some positive results, we do not as of yet have a deeper understanding of the relative cost-effectiveness of alternatives. Further, we have some evidence that restructuring compensation—while still based on traditional metrics (experience and credentials)—may have positive effects on teacher recruitment and retention. What we do know in each case is that the overall level of teacher compensation continues to matter for recruitment of talent into the teaching profession, relative to other labor market opportunities. Further, the relative compensation of teachers across settings within labor markets continues to matter.

To summarize, despite all the uproar about paying teachers based on experience and education, and its misinterpretations in the context of the “Does money matter?” debate, this line of argument misses the point. To whatever degree teacher pay matters in attracting high-quality educators into the profession and retaining them, it’s less about how they are paid than how much. Furthermore, the average salaries of the teaching profession, with respect to other labor market opportunities, can substantively affect the quality of entrants to the teaching profession, applicants to preparation programs and student outcomes. Diminishing resources for schools can constrain salaries and reduce the quality of the labor supply. Further, salary differentials between schools and districts might help to recruit or retain teachers in high-need settings. In other words, resources used for teacher quality matter.
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Class size and teacher quantity

Class size is often characterized as a particularly expensive use of additional school dollars. Reducing class sizes obviously costs money, since you have to hire additional teachers, but the question of whether it’s expensive must rely on detailed comparisons of alternative uses of the same dollars, or the effects on student outcomes of those alternative uses.

Instead, most arguments against class size reduction frequently proceed by noting that there are significant costs to adding more teachers and classrooms (which is, again, an unsurprising revelation), followed by a (often vague) statement as to the differences between the most and least “effective” teachers (as measured by their effects on test scores). The problem here is that one cannot compare the cost-effectiveness of class size reduction with “improving teacher quality,” which is an outcome, not a concrete policy with measurable costs and benefits.

What we do know, however, is that ample research indicates that children in smaller classes achieve better outcomes, both academic and otherwise, and that class size reduction can be an effective strategy for closing racial and socioeconomic achievement gaps. For example, Krueger (1999), in a re-analysis of data from the large-scale randomized Tennessee Project STAR class size reduction study, concluded:

“The main conclusions are 1) on average, performance on standardized tests increases by four percentile points the first year students attend small classes; 2) the test score advantage of students in small classes expands by about one percentile point per year in subsequent years; 3) teacher aides and measured teacher characteristics have little effect; 4) class size has a larger effect for minority students and those on free lunch.”

Among more recent studies on the topic, also re-evaluating the Tennessee STAR data, Konstantopoulos and Chun (2009) wrote:

“We used data from Project STAR and the Lasting Benefits Study to examine the long-term effects of small classes on the achievement gap in mathematics, reading, and science scores (Stanford Achievement Test). The results consistently indicated that all types of students benefit more in later grades from being in small classes in early grades. These positive effects are significant through grade 8. Longer periods in small classes produced higher increases in achievement in later grades for all types of students. For certain grades, in reading and science, low achievers seem to benefit more from being in small classes for longer periods. It appears that the lasting benefits of the cumulative effects of small classes may reduce the achievement gap in reading and science in some of the later grades.”

Researchers continue to revisit data from the Tennessee STAR study, which in more recent years has permitted researchers to explore long-term outcomes of those students experimentally subjected to smaller class sizes. For example, Dynarski, Hyman and Schanzenbach (2013) find:

“Assignment to a small class increases the probability of attending college by 2.7 percentage points, with effects more than twice as large among blacks. Among students enrolled in the poorest third of schools, the effect is 7.3 percentage points. Smaller classes increase the likelihood of earning a college degree by 1.6 percentage points and shift students towards high-earning fields such as STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), business and economics. We find that test score effects at the time of the experiment are an excellent predictor of long-term improvements in postsecondary outcomes.”

Admittedly, there remain some naysayers on whether class size reduction yields cost-effective benefits in terms of student outcomes. But the findings upon which these counterarguments are based often lack the weight of large-scale randomized studies, such as Tennessee’s Project STAR, relying instead on natural variations in class sizes across schools.

Assertions of excessive cost and inefficiency of class size reduction often lack rigorous cost-effectiveness analysis. In a 2011 brief for the Center for American Progress, for example, author Matthew Chingos asserted that class size reduction is the “most expensive school reform.” But that same report provided no direct cost or cost-effectiveness comparisons between class size reduction and other alternatives. A more recent review by Chingos (2013) published as a policy paper in the Journal of Policy Analysis and Management criticized class size reduction as broad state-imposed policy, revisiting the costs and potential downsides of statewide class size reduction policies implemented in California and Florida. Chingos suggests that estimates of long-term earnings of students subjected to class size reduction do not justify the cost, but he also acknowledges that sufficient direct comparisons between spending on class size reduction and other alternatives are few and far between.

Dynarski, Hyman and Schanzenbach (2013) provide the most direct cost-effectiveness comparison of class size reduction policies with other options for which sufficient data on costs and outcome benefits were available:

“A fair conclusion from this analysis is that the effects we find in this paper of class size on college enrollment alone are not particularly large given the costs of the program. If focused on students in the poorest third of schools, then the cost-effectiveness of class size reduction is within the range of other interventions. There is no systematic evidence that early interventions pay of more than later ones when the outcome is
limited to increased college attendance."

It’s true that a large body of the literature on the effectiveness of class size reduction relies on data from a relatively small group of sources, most notably, the Tennessee STAR experiment. Further, most class size reduction studies finding substantial benefits have focused on class size reduction in early grades (K-3), and most of these programs are pilots implemented on a relatively small scale. (A comprehensive review of the literature on class size reduction is beyond the scope of this brief, but see endnote 66 for additional resources.)

It’s also true that reducing class size costs more than not reducing class size. But class size reductions, implemented effectively, have positive effects. As such, one can reasonably infer that using increased resources to reduce class sizes would have positive effects, or that resources matter.

While it’s certainly plausible that other uses of the same money might be equally or even more effective, there is little evidence to support this. For example, while we are quite confident that higher teacher salaries lead to increases in the quality of applicants to the teaching profession and increases in student outcomes, we do not know whether the same money spent toward salary increases would achieve better or worse outcomes if it were spent toward class size reduction. Indeed, some have raised concerns that large-scale class size reductions can lead to unintended labor market consequences that offset some of the gains attributable to class size reduction (such as the inability to recruit enough fully qualified teachers). And many, over time, have argued the need for a more precise cost-benefit analysis. Still, the preponderance of existing evidence suggests that the additional resources expended on class size reductions do result in positive effects.

DO SCHOOL FINANCE REFORMS MATTER?

A particularly relevant question for informing the current “Does money matter?” debate is whether increased and sustained funding provided through state school finance reforms can improve the level or distribution of student outcomes, including both long-term outcomes and short-term shifts in academic achievement. In other words, does the manner in which states distribute money matter? And how can we tell? Findings regarding these specific questions might, most directly, inform state legislative debates over tax policy and education spending.

Most funding for public education comes from state and local sources and is under the jurisdiction of state school finance systems. Therefore, states have the greatest control over whether local public schools have access to sufficient levels of resources, and whether those resources are distributed equitably across children and settings. Furthermore, constitutional protections for children’s access to adequate and equitable public schooling exist in state constitutions, not in the U.S. Constitution. Finally, as indicated at the outset of this brief, it is at the state level where the most raucous rhetoric is occurring around these questions of whether money matters in education. State legislatures and governors can make or break public schooling, and they have.

Kevin Welner of the University of Colorado and I published an extensive review on this specific topic, which appears in the November 2011 issue of Teachers College Record. Among other things, we address the research complexities of answering questions about the efficacy of state school finance reforms. Those complexities can often be reduced to asking the right questions about (a) whether substantive reforms were actually implemented; (b) when they were implemented and how long they were sustained; and (c) who was most affected by the reforms.

As with other bodies of literature on the effectiveness of schooling resources, the research on state school finance reforms is a mixed bag in terms of analytic rigor. Second-hand references to dreadful failures following massive infusions of new funding can often be traced to methodologically inept, anecdotal tales of desegregation litigation in Kansas City, Mo., or to the court-ordered financing of urban districts in New Jersey.

In 2009, Eric Hanushek and a consulting defense attorney for states facing school funding challenges, Alfred Lindseth of Sutherland Asbill & Brennan, produced a book in which one chapter is dedicated to trying to prove that court-ordered school funding reforms in New Jersey, Wyoming, Kentucky and Massachusetts resulted in few or no measurable improvements. These conclusions, however, are based on little more than a series of graphs of student achievement on the National Assessment of Educational Progress in 1992 and 2007. The authors show little change in these states’ scores and conclude that the reforms didn’t work.

The authors assume that, during this period, each of the four states infused substantial additional funds into public education in response to judicial orders, and that these funds were targeted at low-income and minority students. They also necessarily assume that in all other states that serve as a comparison group, similar changes did not occur. Yet they validate neither assertion.

In contrast, Welner and I review several studies applying more rigorous and appropriate methods for evaluating the influence of state school finance reforms. Among these
analyses is one national study by Card and Payne (2002) that evaluates whether changes in spending inequality generally lead to changes in outcome inequality. The authors measure both the extent and the timing of changes in each. These analyses, while imperfect, rise to a level far above those conducted by Hanushek and Lindseth. Card and Payne found “evidence that equalization of spending levels leads to a narrowing of test score outcomes across family background groups” (p. 49).

Additional compelling studies have been published since my review in 2011. In 2014 and 2015, Kirabo Jackson, Rucker Johnson and Claudia Persico (JJP) released a series of NBER working papers and articles summarizing their analyses of a uniquely constructed national data set in which they evaluate the long-term effects of selective, substantial infusions of funding to local public school districts, which occurred primarily in the 1970s and 1980s, on high school graduation rates and eventual adult income. Virtues of the JJP analysis include that the analysis provides clearer linkages than many prior studies between the mere presence of “school finance reform,” the extent to which school finance reform substantively changed the distribution of spending and other resources across schools and children, and the outcome effects of those changes. The authors also go beyond the usual short-run connections between changes in the level and distribution of funding, and changes in the level and distribution of test scores, to evaluate changes in the level and distribution of educational attainment, high school completion, adult wages, adult family income and the incidence of adult poverty.

To do so, the authors use data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics on “roughly 15,000 PSID sample members born between 1955 and 1985, who have been followed into adulthood through 2011.” The authors’ analysis rests on the assumption that these individuals, and specific individuals among them, were differentially affected by the infusions of resources resulting from school finance reforms that occurred during their years in K-12 schooling. One methodological shortcoming of this long-term analysis is the imperfect connection between the treatment and the population that received that treatment. The authors matched childhood address data to school district boundaries to identify whether a child attended a district likely subject to additional funding as a result of court-mandated school finance reform. While imperfect, this approach creates a tighter link between the treatment and the treated than exists in many prior national, longitudinal and even state-specific school finance analyses.

Regarding the effects of school finance reforms on long-term outcomes, the authors summarize their findings as follows:

“Thus, the estimated effect of a 22 percent increase in per-pupil spending throughout all 12 school-age years for low-income children is large enough to eliminate

the education gap between children from low-income and nonpoor families. In relation to current spending levels (the average for 2012 was $12,600 per pupil), this would correspond to increasing per-pupil spending permanently by roughly $2,863 per student.

“Specifically, increasing per-pupil spending by 10 percent in all 12 school-age years increases the probability of high school graduation by 7 percentage points for all students, by roughly 10 percentage points for low-income children, and by 2.5 percentage points for nonpoor children.

“For children from low-income families, increasing per-pupil spending by 10 percent in all 12 school-age years boosts adult hourly wages by $2.07 in 2000 dollars, or 13 percent.”

The findings of this study have been met with some criticism. Specifically, Eric Hanushek has asserted that these findings of strong, positive longitudinal effects of school finance reforms on student outcomes, running between 1972 and 2011, are entirely inconsistent with his characterization of long-term trends in school spending and national average test scores. According to Hanushek, if the effects JJP describe are real, then the massive infusions of funding to public education over time would have mitigated achievement gaps and substantially driven up national averages. Hanushek explains:

“Their analysis covers schooling experiences for the period 1970-2010. Thus, it is useful to connect these estimates to actual funding patterns over the period. Between 1970 and 1990, real expenditure per pupil increased not by 10 percent but by over 84 percent. By 2000, this comparison with 1970 topped 100 percent, and it reached almost 150 percent by 2010. No amount of adjustment for special education, LEP, or what have you will make these extraordinary increases in school funding go away.

“If a ten percent increase yields the results calculated by Jackson, Johnson, and Persico, shouldn’t we have found all gaps gone (and even reversed) by now due to the actual funding increases? And, even with small effects on the non-poor, shouldn’t we have seen fairly dramatic improvements in overall educational and labor market outcomes? In reality, in the face of dramatic past increases in school funding, the gaps in attainment, high school graduation, and family poverty have remained significant, largely resisting any major improvement. And, the stagnating labor market performance for broad swaths of the population has captured considerable recent public and scholarly attention.”

Perhaps the most illogical assertion of Hanushek is that applying the effect of funding increases estimated by JJP to the actual long-term growth in national average per-pu-
pil spending would lead to the elimination or reversal of achievement gaps. As such, since gaps have not been eliminated or reversed, JJP’s estimates must be wrong. Neither JJP’s nor Hanushek’s national average spending data indicate that all spending increases from 1970 to 2010 were targeted to all high-poverty districts nationwide. If Hanushek’s average spending increases were driven as much by increases in wealthy (low poverty/minority) districts as they were by increases in poorer districts, then gaps would likely remain constant, all else being equal.° The identification of substantial gains in lifelong outcomes for children in districts that did experience increased funding indicates that greater gains perhaps could have been achieved for children in lower-wealth, higher-poverty communities, if funding increases had been more systematically targeted to those communities, nationwide, throughout the time period.

Thus, the critical reviewer must ask whether the data, methods and analytic approach applied by JJP are sufficiently more rigorous, and thus provide more compelling evidence, than the long-term trend exposition of Hanushek. The simple answer to that is yes.

A secondary critique offered by Hanushek is that the funding increases evaluated by JJP occurred largely in the 1970s and early 1980s, when overall spending was much lower, thus making marginal gains potentially more important than now, when spending has reached and stabilized at inefficiently high levels across the board. Notably, however, JJP’s analyses span a longer period than merely the early 1970s and also span multiple contexts of higher and lower spending over the period. While subsequent replications of JJP’s findings and further exploration of their data will provide additional insights, the current studies provide compelling evidence that school finance reforms can be leveraged to equalize educational and long-term economic opportunity.

JJP also address the question of how money is spent, and, in a response to Hanushek, explain that they too concur that how money is spent is important. An important feature of the JJP study is that it does explore the resultant shifts in specific schooling resources in response to shifts in funding. For the most part, increased spending led to increases in typical schooling resources, including higher educator salaries, smaller classes, and longer school days and years. JJP explain:

“We find that when a district increases per-pupil school spending by $100 due to reforms, spending on instruction increases by about $70, spending on support services increases by roughly $40, spending on capital increases by about $10, while there are reductions in other kinds of school spending, on average.

“We find that a 10 percent increase in school spending is associated with about 1.4 more school days, a 4 percent increase in base teacher salaries, and a 5.7 percent reduction in student-teacher ratios. Because class-size reduction has been shown to have larger effects for children from disadvantaged backgrounds, this provides another possible explanation for our overall results.

“While there may be other mechanisms through which increased school spending improves student outcomes, these results suggest that the positive effects are driven, at least in part, by some combination of reductions in class size, having more adults per student in schools, increases in instructional time, and increases in teacher salaries that may help to attract and retain a more highly qualified teaching workforce.”

In other words, oft-maligned traditional investments in schooling resources occurred as a result of court-imposed school finance reforms, and those changes in resources were likely responsible for the resultant long-term gains in student outcomes. Such findings are particularly consistent with recent summaries and updated analyses of data on class size reduction.

Several state-specific longitudinal studies of school finance reforms support the JJP findings. Figlio (2004) explains that the influence of state school finance reforms on student outcomes is perhaps better measured within states over time, explaining that national studies of the type attempted by Card and Payne confront problems that include (a) the enormous diversity in the nature of state aid reform plans; and (b) the paucity of national student performance data. Accordingly, more recent peer-reviewed studies of state school finance reforms have applied longitudinal analyses within specific states. And several such studies provide compelling evidence of the potential positive effects of school finance reforms.

Studies of Michigan school finance reforms of the 1990s have shown positive effects on student performance in both the previously lowest-spending districts and previously lower-performing districts. For instance, Roy (2011) found that Michigan’s school finance reforms of the 1990s led to a significant increase among previously low-spending districts. Roy, whose analyses measure both whether the policy resulted in changes in funding and who was affected, found that Michigan’s school finance plan “was quite successful in reducing interdistrict spending disparities. There was also a significant positive effect on student performance in the lowest-spending districts as measured in state tests” (abstract).

Similarly, Papke (2001), also evaluating Michigan school finance reforms of the 1990s, found that “increases in spending have nontrivial, statistically significant effects on math test pass rates, and the effects are largest for schools...
with initially poor performance” (p. 821).

Most recently, Hyman (2013) also found positive effects of these Michigan school finance reforms, but the paper raised some concerns regarding the distribution of those effects. Hyman found that much of the increase was targeted to schools serving fewer low-income children. However, the study did find that students exposed to “$1,000, or 12%, more spending per year during grades four through seven experienced a 3.9 percentage point increase in the probability of enrolling in college, and a 2.5 percentage point increase in the probability of earning a degree” (p. 1).

A similar peer-reviewed article by Deke (2003) evaluated “leveling up” of funding for very low-spending districts in Kansas, following a 1992 lower court threat to overturn the funding formula (without formal ruling to that effect). The article found that a 20 percent increase in spending was associated with a 5 percent increase in the likelihood of students going on to postsecondary education (p. 275).

Elsewhere, three studies of Massachusetts school finance reforms from the 1990s find similar results. The first, a non-peer-reviewed report by Downes, Zabel and Ansel (2009) explored, in combination, the influence on student outcomes of accountability reforms and changes to school spending. They found that “some of the research findings show how education reform has been successful in raising the achievement of students in the previously low-spending districts” (p. 5). The second study, an NBER working paper by Guryan (2001), focused more specifically on the redistribution of spending resulting from changes to the state school finance formula. Guryan found that “increases in per-pupil spending led to significant increases in math, reading, science, and social studies test scores for 4th- and 8th-grade students. The magnitudes imply that a $1,000 increase in per-pupil spending leads to about a third to a half of a standard-deviation increase in average test scores. It is noted that the state aid driving the estimates is targeted to under-funded school districts, which may have atypical returns to additional expenditures” (p. 1). The most recent of the three, published in 2014 in the Journal of Education Finance, found that “changes in the state education aid following the education reform resulted in significantly higher student performance” (p. 297).

Finally, Downes (2004) conducted earlier studies of Vermont school finance reforms of the late 1990s (Act 60), noting:

“All of the evidence cited in this paper supports the conclusion that Act 60 has dramatically reduced dispersion in education spending and has done this by weakening the link between spending and property wealth. Further, the regressions presented in this paper offer some evidence that student performance has become more equal in the post-Act 60 period.

And no results support the conclusion that Act 60 has contributed to increased dispersion in performance” (p. 312).

On balance, it is safe to say that a sizeable and growing body of rigorous empirical literature validates that state school finance reforms can have substantive, positive effects on student outcomes, including reductions in outcome disparities and increases in overall outcome levels. It is also safe to say that the analyses provided by Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) and others who have tried to prove that court-ordered school funding reforms result in few or no measurable improvements offer little credible evidence, due to significant methodological omissions. In other words, not only does money matter, but reforms that determine how money is distributed matter too.

Flipping the function: Higher outcomes cost more

Earlier in this report, I addressed the education production function literature that seeks to establish a direct link between resources spent on schools and districts, and outcomes achieved by students. Production function studies include studies of how variation in resources across schools and settings is associated with variations in outcomes across those settings, and whether changes in resources lead to changes in the level or distribution of outcomes.

The education cost function is the conceptual flip side of the education production function. Unlike production function research, cost function research seeks to identify the link between spending variation and outcome variation, cross-sectionally and longitudinally. The goal of the education cost function is to discern the levels of spending associated with efficiently producing specific outcome levels (the “cost” per se) across varied geographic contexts and schools serving varied student populations. Most published studies applying cost function methodology use multiple years of district-level data, within a specific state context, and focus on the relationship between cross-district (over time) variations in spending and outcome levels, considering student characteristics, contextual characteristics such as economies of scale, and labor cost variation. Districts are the unit of analysis because they are the governing unit charged with producing outcomes, raising and receiving the revenues, and allocating the financial and human resources for doing so. Some cost function studies evaluate whether varied expenditures are associated with varied levels of outcomes, all else being equal, while other cost function studies evaluate whether varied expenditures are associated with varied growth in outcomes.
The existing body of cost function research has produced the following (in some cases obvious) findings:

1. The per-pupil costs of achieving higher-outcome goals tend to be higher, across the board, than the costs of achieving lower-outcome goals, all else being equal.\(^{29}\)

2. The per-pupil costs of achieving any given level of outcomes are particularly sensitive to student population characteristics. In particular, as concentrated poverty increases, the costs of achieving any given level of outcomes increase significantly.\(^{36}\)

3. The per-pupil costs of achieving any given level of outcomes are sensitive to district structural characteristics, most notably, economies of scale.\(^{35}\)

Researchers have found cost functions of particular value for evaluating the different costs of achieving specific outcome goals across settings and children. In a review of cost analysis methods in education, Downes (2004) explains: “Given the econometric advances of the last decade, the cost-function approach is the most likely to give accurate estimates of the within-state variation in the spending needed to attain the state’s chosen standard, if the data are available and of a high quality” (p. 9).\(^{36}\)

This body of literature also has its detractors, including, most notably, Robert Costrell, Eric Hanushek and Susanna Loeb (CHL), who, in a 2008 article, assert that cost functions are invalid for estimating costs associated with specific outcome levels. They assert that one cannot possibly identify the efficient spending level associated with achieving any desired outcome level by evaluating the spending behavior of existing schools and districts, whose spending is largely inefficient (because, as discussed above, district expenditures are largely tied up in labor agreements that, according to these authors, are in no way linked to the production of student outcomes). If all schools and districts suffer such inefficiencies, then one cannot possibly discern underlying minimum costs by studying those institutions. However, CHL’s argument rests on the assumption that desired outcomes could be achieved while spending substantially less and entirely differently than any existing school or district spends, all else being equal. As discussed throughout this report, evidence to this effect is sparse to nonexistent.

Authors of cost function research assert, however, that the goal of cost modeling is more modest than exact predictions of minimum cost, and that much can be learned by better understanding the distribution of spending and outcomes across existing schools and districts, and the varied efficiency with which existing schools and districts achieve current outcomes.\(^{37}\) That is, the goal of the cost model is to identify, among existing “outcome producing units” (districts or schools), the more (and less) efficient spending levels associated with given outcomes, where those more efficient spending levels associated with any given outcome provide a real-world approximation, approaching the minimum costs of achieving those outcomes.

CHL’s empirical critique of education cost function research centers on a falsification test, applying findings from a California study by Jennifer Imazeki (2008).\(^{38}\) CHL’s critique was published in a non-peer-reviewed special issue of the Peabody Journal of Education, based on testimony provided in the state of Missouri and funded by the conservative Missouri-based Show-Me Institute.\(^{39}\) The critique asserts that if, as it would appear conceptually, the cost function is merely the flip side of the production function, then the magnitude of the spending-to-outcomes relationship should be identical between the cost and production functions. But, in Imazeki’s attempt to reconcile cost and production functions using California data, the results differed dramatically. That is, if one uses a production function to identify the spending associated with certain outcome levels, and then the cost function, the results differ dramatically. CHL use this finding to assert the failure of cost functions as a method and, more generally, the uncertainty of the spending-to-outcomes relationship.

Duncombe and Yinger (2011), however, explain the fallacy of this falsification test, in a non-peer-reviewed special issue of the same journal.\(^{100}\) They explain that while the cost and production functions are loosely flip sides of the same equation, they are not exactly such. Production models are estimated using some outcome measure as the dependent variable—that which is predicted by the equation. In an education production function studying the effect of spending on outcomes, the dependent variable is predicted as a function of (a) a measure of relevant per-pupil spending; (b) characteristics of the student population served; and (c) contextual factors that might affect the value of the dollar toward achieving outcomes (economies of scale, regional wage variation).

\[\text{Outcomes} = f(\text{Spending, Students, Context})\]

The cost model starts out similarly, switching the position of the spending and outcomes measures, and predicting spending levels as a function of outcomes, students and context factors.

\[\text{Spending} = f(\text{Outcomes, Students, Context})\]

If it was this simple, then one would expect the statistical relationship between outcomes and spending to be the same from one equation to the next. But there’s an addi-
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Cost = Spending - Inefficiency, or

Costing = Cost + Inefficiency

That is, some of the variation in spending is variation that does not lead to variations in the outcome measure. While we don’t really know exactly what the inefficiency is (which dollars are being spent in ways that don’t improve outcomes), Duncombe and Yinger suggest that we do know some of the indirect predictors of the likelihood that school districts spend more than would be needed to minimally achieve current outcomes, and that one can include in the cost model characteristics of districts that explain a portion of the inefficient spending. This can be done when the spending measure is the dependent variable, as in the cost function, but not when the spending variable is an independent measure, as in the production function.¹⁰¹

Spending = f(Outcomes, Students, Context, Inefficiency Factors)

When inefficiency factors are accounted for in the spending function, the relationship between outcomes and spending more accurately represents a relationship between outcomes and costs. This relationship would be expected to be different from the relationship between spending and outcomes (without addressing inefficiency) in a typical production function.

In summary, while education cost function research is not designed to test specifically whether and to what extent money matters, the sizeable body of cost function literature does suggest that achieving higher educational outcomes, all else being equal, costs more than achieving lower educational outcomes. Further, achieving common educational outcome goals in settings with concentrated child poverty, children for whom English is a second language and children with disabilities costs more than achieving those same outcome goals with less needy student populations. Cost models provide some insights into how much more money is required in different settings and with different children to achieve measured outcome goals. Such estimates are of particular interest in this period of time when more and more states are migrating toward common standards frameworks and common assessments but are still providing their schools and districts with vastly different resources. Cost modeling may provide insights into just how much more funding may be required for all children to have equal opportunity to achieve these common outcome goals.

Do charter schools prove money doesn’t matter?

Some argue that charter schools generally achieve more for less or the same funding than traditional public schools serving similar student populations, thus validating that money doesn’t matter for improving school quality.¹⁰² The core assumption is that charter schooling improves efficiency because the flexibility afforded through chartering permits charter schools to engage in more creative teacher compensation strategies and technological substitution, such as trading small class sizes for efficient use of technology through blended and online learning. Further, efficiency improvement yielded by charter innovations creates competitive pressure on traditional public schools to improve.¹⁰³ However, regarding productivity improvements from technological substitution, a recent review of charter school literature by Epple, Romano and Zimmer (2015) characterized online and cyber charter schools in particular as a “failed innovation, delivering markedly poorer achievement outcomes than traditional public schools” (p. 55).¹⁰⁴ That said, we do not know if these markedly poor achievement outcomes were achieved with markedly fewer resources, and thus, a break-even on efficiency.

The assertion of large efficiency gains through chartering is often built on poor and/or misestimation of the resources received and used by charter schools. Specifically, it is asserted that charter schools generally receive less funding than do traditional public schools and achieve the same or better outcomes, thus making them more efficient.¹⁰⁵ The first assertion, that charter schools receive less funding and spend less, is certainly not uniformly true.¹⁰⁶ Baker, Libby and Wiley (2015) explain that charter school spending varies substantially by context and by operator within context. Some charter operators, in some contexts, spend substantially more than both other charter schools and traditional public schools in the same context, while others spend much less. The second assertion, that charters systematically outperform traditional district schools is also suspect,¹⁰⁷ and the specific assertion that those which do spend much less perform similar to or better than traditional district schools stands largely untested.

A handful of studies identify significant positive achievement effects of schools from the Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP) network, but this same research provides only weak, imprecise measures of the resources available in these schools.¹⁰⁸ Baker, Libby and Wiley (2012, 2015) indicate that KIPP schools in New York and Texas tend to spend substantially more than traditional district schools serving similar populations.¹⁰⁹ Similarly, Dobbie and Fryer (2011) declare that high standards and “no excuses” strategies of select charter school operators are more important than spending differences in producing improved student
outcomes." But spending measures in the study are poorly documented and incomplete. Baker, Libby and Wiley’s (2012, 2015) review of financial documents and public data, applying model-based comparisons of school-site expenditures to schools serving similar student populations, reveals that many of the school operators involved in Dobie and Frayer’s study spent far more than similar district schools. Baker, Libby and Wiley (2012) also explain that much of the additional spending among high-spending charter operators is allocated to maintaining smaller class sizes, providing longer school days and years, and paying more to teachers, holding experience and education levels constant, for working those additional hours. That is, the investments by charter operators follow traditional wisdom and are not especially innovative.

Perhaps the strongest empirical evidence of charter school efficiency advantages comes from the work of Gronberg, Taylor and Jansen (2012) on Texas charter schools. The authors find that, generally, Texas “charter schools are able to produce educational outcomes at lower cost than traditional public schools—probably because they face fewer regulations—but are not systematically more efficient relative to their frontier than are traditional public schools” (p. 302). In other words, while the overall cost of charter schools is lower for comparable output, the variations in relative efficiency among Texas charter schools are substantial. Efficiency is neither uniformly nor consistently achieved.

Related work by these authors reveals that the lower overall expenses are largely a function of lower salaries and inexperienced staff (Taylor et al., 2011). That is, the difference in total staffing cost, and resulting difference in total instructional expense per pupil, was largely due to the reduced experience levels of teachers, resulting in part from the fact that many of the schools existed for fewer than 10 years (many fewer than five), in addition to high turnover among teachers in their first few years. That is, compensation was held lower not because of creative technological substitution or alternative compensation, but because of relative inexperience and high turnover among educators. Epple, Romano and Zimmer (2015) suggest that these patterns are similar across studies of charter school teachers. Thus, estimated efficiency gains, where they do exist, may rely on maintenance of high turnover and relatively inexperienced staff, a questionably scalable and sustainable option.

Put simply, research on the charter school sector in the aggregate tells us little about whether and to what extent money matters, or if money can be made to matter more or less than it currently does leveraged through traditional investments in public schooling. Some charter schools spend much more than both other charter schools and traditional public schools and appear to yield benefits to students from that spending. Others spend less and do poorly, and still others spend less but do less poorly than expected (and are thus more efficient). Still, the variations in the charter school sector, and the variations across traditional public schools, may provide insights down the line in how to more effectively and efficiently leverage resources. By and large, charter schools that spend more appear to do so by providing competitive compensation for their teachers, offering longer school days and years, and maintaining smaller classes, while those that spend less do so by maintaining inexperienced staff and high turnover.

### SUMMING UP THE EVIDENCE

This brings me to a summary of the evidence on whether money matters in education. Despite the relative consistency of empirical findings over time regarding (a) whether per-pupil spending itself is related to student outcomes; (b) whether spending-related resources, such as teacher wages and class sizes, are related to student outcomes; and (c) whether improving the adequacy and equity of school funding can have positive effects on student outcomes, a persistent cloud of doubt hangs over political deliberations on school funding. Here, I review briefly the sources of that doubt, relative to what we do know with some confidence as well as what we still have yet to figure out about money and student outcomes.

### Main sources of doubt

The primary source of doubt to this day remains the above-mentioned Eric Hanushek finding in 1986 that “there appears to be no strong or systematic relationship between school expenditures and student performance.”

This single quote, now divorced entirely from the soundly refuted analyses on which it was based, remains a mantra for those wishing to deny that increased funding for schools is a viable option for improving school quality. Add to this statement the occasional uninformative and inflammatory anecdote regarding urban district spending and student outcomes in places like Kansas City or New Jersey, or the frequently re-created graphs showing spending and achievement over the past few decades, and one has a rhetorical war against an otherwise overwhelming body of empirical evidence.

While research evidence regarding the importance of funding and specific schooling resources for improving student outcomes has become clearer with time, Hanushek and a
handful of peers have become even more entrenched in their views, as reflected in recent public testimony. Rhetoric among detractors has continued to drift from the cloud of doubt to a rock of certainty. That is, certainty that money has little or no role in improving school quality, and that school finance reforms that infuse additional funds only lead to greater inefficiency, having little or no effect on either equity or adequacy of schooling. Notably, Hanushek asserts (now and then) that it’s not that money doesn’t matter at all, but rather that additional money doesn’t matter on top of the already high levels of spending that currently exist across all U.S. schools.

To summarize, the current dogma of Hanushek includes the following core tenets:

1. Because schools already spend so much and do so with such great inefficiency, additional funding is unlikely to lead to improved student outcomes.

2. How money is used matters much more than how much money is spent.

3. Differences in the amount of money some schools have than others are inconsequential, since those with less may simply make smarter spending decisions.

According the recent rhetoric of Hanushek, these principles are ironclad. In his own words, they are “conventional wisdom” on which “virtually all analysts” agree. They are “commonly believed,” “overall truth” and backed by an “enormous amount of scientific analysis,” “substantial econometric evidence” and “considerable prior research.”

For example, in the winter of 2015, in the context of school funding litigation in New York state, Hanushek opined:

“An enormous amount of scientific analysis has focused on how spending and resources of schools relates to student outcomes. It is now commonly believed that spending on schools is not systematically related to student outcomes.”

Yet, the enormous amount of scientific analysis to which Hanushek referred in his expert testimony was primarily referenced to a 2003 summary of much of his prior work from the 1980s, work which has been discredited on numerous occasions, including by research produced in the last 12 years. Similarly, in the same context (Maisto v. State of New York), Hanushek proclaims:

“There has been substantial econometric evidence that supports this lack of relationship.”

Hanushek again backs his claims with the same short list of dated self-citation. In an even more recent attempt to rebut a new, major study finding positive effects of school finance reforms, Hanushek (2015) makes the following version of the same claim:

“This time, he anchored that claim only to his 2003 piece (by hyperlink to the “prior research” phrase) on the failure of input-based schooling policies, choosing to ignore entirely the considerably larger body of more rigorous work I summarize in my 2012 review on the topic.

The extension of these claims that nearly everyone agrees there’s no clear relationship between spending and student performance is the assertion that there is broad agreement that how money is spent matters far more than how much money is available. As phrased by Hanushek in the context of New York state school finance litigation:

“Virtually all analysts now realize that how money is spent is much more important than how much is spent.”

As with the prior declarations, this one is made with the exceedingly bold assertion that virtually all analysts agree on this point—without reference to any empirical evidence to that point (a seemingly gaping omission for a decidedly empirical claim about a supposedly empirical truth). Further, “how money is spent” is constrained by whether sufficient money is there to begin with. While common sense dictates that how money is spent clearly matters, thus making this part of the statement widely agreeable, this does not preclude the relevance of how much money is available to spend.

Perhaps most disconcerting is that Hanushek has recently extended this argument to declare that equity gaps in funding, or measures of them, aren’t an important policy concern either. Specifically, Hanushek proclaims:

“It also underscores how calculations of equity gaps in spending, of costs needed to achieve equity, or of costs needed to obtain some level of student performance are vacuous, lacking any scientific basis” (p. 4).

Put differently, what Hanushek is opining by declaring calculations of equity gaps to be vacuous and lacking scientific basis is that it matters not whether one school or district has more resources than another. Regardless of any spending differences, schools and districts can provide equitable education—toward equitable outcome goals. Those with substantively fewer resources simply need to be more efficient. Since all public schools and districts are presently so inefficient, achieving these efficiency gains through more creative personnel policies, such as performance-based pay and dismissal of “bad teachers,” is easily attainable.

Of course, even if we assume that creative personnel policies yield marginal improvements to efficiency, if schools with varied levels of resources pursued these strategies...
with comparable efficiency gains, inequities would remain constant. Requiring those with less to simply be more efficient with what they have is an inequitable requirement. This argument is often linked in popular media and the blogosphere with the popular book and film *Moneyball*, which asserts that clever statistical analysis for selecting high-productivity, undervalued players was the basis for the (short-lived) success in 2002 and 2003 of the low-payroll Oakland Athletics baseball team. The flaws of this analogy are too many to explore thoroughly herein, but the biggest flaw is illustrated by the oft-ignored subtitle of the book: *The Art of Winning an Unfair Game*. That is, gaining a leg up through clever player selection is necessary in baseball because vast wealth and payroll differences across teams make baseball an unfair game. The public’s interest in providing equitable and adequate funding for education is likely greater than ensuring equitable and adequate baseball payrolls. Put more bluntly, the education of present and future generations should not be an unfair game.

From judges to scholars, critics of Hanushek have characterized his evidence as “facile,” based on “fuzzy logic,” and “weak and factually tenuous.” Two recurring examples used by Hanushek to illustrate the unimportance of funding increases for improving outcomes are the “long-term trend” or “time trend” argument and anecdotal claims of the failures of input-based reforms in New Jersey. Baker and Welner (2011) tackle in depth the fallacies of Hanushek’s New Jersey claims. Here, I point to Hanushek’s own, albeit facile, unacknowledged self-debunking of his New Jersey claims. But first, I address the long-term trend claim.

Again, from recent testimony in New York state, Hanushek provides the following exposition of the long-term trend assertion:

“The overall truth of this disconnect of spending and outcomes is easiest to see by looking at the aggregate data for the United States over the past half century. Since 1960, pupil-teacher ratios fell by one-third, teachers with master’s degrees over doubled, and median teacher experience grew significantly (Chart 1).4 Since these three factors are the most important determinants of spending per pupil, it leads to the quadrupling of spending between 1960 and 2009 (after adjusting for inflation). At the same time, plotting scores for math and reading performance of 17-year-olds on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, or “The Nation’s Report Card”) shows virtually no change since 1970 (Charts 2 and 3).5”

This claim, like many of Hanushek’s, is made with language of astounding certainty—the “overall truth” as it exists in the mind of Hanushek. This claim is commonly accompanied by graphs showing per-pupil spending going up over time, pupil-to-teacher ratios going down and national assessment scores appearing relatively flat, much of which is achieved via the smoke and mirrors of representing spending and outcome data on completely different scales, and via the failure to adjust appropriately for the changing costs and related obligations of the public education system and for the changing demography of the tested population. Oversimplified visuals are used to make the proclamation that student achievement shows “virtually no change,” a statement discredited on closer inspection. Jackson, Johnson and Persico (2015) provide additional examples of how such facile analyses lead to fallacious conclusions.

As explained by Baker and Welner (2011), Hanushek for years has cited the failures of New Jersey’s school finance reforms as the basis for why other states should not increase funding to high-poverty schools. In litigation in Kansas in 2011, Hanushek proclaimed:

“The dramatic spending increases called for by the courts (exhibit 34) have had little to no impacts on achievement. Compared to the rest of the nation, performance in New Jersey has not increased across most grades and racial groups (exhibits 35-40). These results suggest caution in considering the ability of courts to improve educational outcomes.”

Hanushek reiterated these claims in the context of a even more recent New York school funding challenge. This is a surprising claim to preserve when one’s own recent (2012), marginally more rigorous analyses of state achievement growth rates on national assessments (from 1992 to 2011) find the following:

“The other seven states that rank among the top-10 improvers, all of which outpaced the United States as a whole, are Massachusetts, Louisiana, South Carolina, New Jersey, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Virginia.”

Further, the same report reveals that New Jersey has seen particularly strong growth in reducing the number of the lowest-performing students (those scoring at the “below basic” level), especially for eighth-grade math.

To be sure, there are others in academe and policy research that raise questions about the most effective ways to leverage school funding to achieve desired outcomes, and do so via more rigorous, thoughtful analyses. The most recent rigorous and relevant academic research is addressed in the remainder of this brief. There are others who opine in the public square and courtroom that school finance reform—specifically infusing additional funding to districts serving high-need student populations—is neither the most effective nor the most efficient path toward improving schooling equity or adequacy. But empirical evidence to support claims of more efficient alternatives remains elusive.

No rigorous empirical study of which I am aware validates that increased funding for schools in general, or targeted to
specific populations, has led to any substantive, measured reduction in student outcomes or other “harm.” Arguably, if this were the case, it would open new doors to school finance litigation against states that choose to increase funding to schools. Twenty years ago, economist Richard Murnane summarized the issue exceptionally well when he stated:

“In my view, it is simply indefensible to use the results of quantitative studies of the relationship between school resources and student achievement as a basis for concluding that additional funds cannot help public school districts. Equally disturbing is the claim that the removal of funds … typically does no harm” (p. 457).

Murnane’s quote is as relevant today as it was then. The sources of doubt on the “Does money matter?” question are not credible.

While there remains much to debate, discuss and empirically evaluate regarding the returns to each additional dollar spent in schools—and the strategies for improving educational efficiency, equity and adequacy—we must finally be willing to cast aside the most inane arguments and sources of evidence on either side of the debate. Specifically, the following five contentions no longer have a legitimate place in the debate over state school finance policy and whether and how money matters in K-12 education:

1. Vote counts of correlational studies between spending and outcomes, without regard for rigor of the analyses and quality of the data on which they depend;

2. The long-term trend argument and supporting graphs that show long-term spending going up and NAEP scores staying flat;

3. International comparisons asserting, and perhaps illustrating via scatterplot, that the United States spends more than other developed countries but achieves less on international assessments;

4. Anecdotal assertions that states such as New Jersey and cities such as Kansas City provide proof positive that massive infusions of funding have proven ineffective at improving student outcomes; and

5. The assertion that how money is spent is much more important than how much is available.

Vote count tallies without regard for study quality and rigor are of relative little use for understanding whether money matters in schooling and are of no use for discerning how. The long-term trend argument is perhaps the most reiterated of all arguments that money doesn’t matter, but it is built largely on deceptive, oversimplified and largely wrong characterizations (accompanied by distorted visuals) of the long-term trends in student outcomes and school spending. Facile international comparisons are equally deceitful, in that they (a) fail to account for differences in student populations served and the related scope of educational and related services provided; and (b) fail to appropriately equate educational spending across nations, including the failure to account for the range of services and operating costs covered under “educational expense” in the United States versus other countries (for example, public employee health and pension benefits). And anecdotal assertions of failures resulting from massive infusions of funding are rebutted herein and elsewhere.

Finally, while the assertion that “how money is spent is important” is certainly valid, one cannot reasonably make the leap to assert that how money is spent is necessarily more important than how much money is available. Yes, how money is spent matters, but if you don’t have it, you can’t spend it. It is unhelpful at best for public policy, and harmful to the children subjected to those policies, to pretend without any compelling evidence that somewhere out there exists a far cheaper way to achieve the same or better outcomes (and thus we can cut our way down that more efficient path). As so eloquently noted by a three-judge panel in Kansas when faced with this question:

“This simply, school opportunities do not repeat themselves and when the opportunity for a formal education passes, then for most, it is most likely gone. We all know that the struggle for an income very often—too often—overcomes the time needed to prepare intellectually for a better one.

“If the position advanced here is the State’s full position, it is experimenting with our children which have no recourse from a failure of the experiment.”

What do we know?

Based on the studies reviewed in this brief, there are a few things we can say with confidence about the relationship between funding, resources and student outcomes.

First, on average, even in large-scale studies across multiple contexts, aggregate measures of per-pupil spending are positively associated with improved and/or higher student outcomes. In some studies, the size of this effect is larger than in others, and, in some cases, additional funding appears to matter more for some students than for others. Clearly, there are other factors that moderate the influence of funding on student outcomes, such as how that money is spent. But, on balance, in direct tests of the relationship between financial resources and student outcomes, money matters.
Second, schooling resources that cost money, including class size reductions and increased teacher compensation, are positively associated with student outcomes. Again, these effects are larger in some cases and for some populations. On balance, though, there are ways to spend money that have a solid track record of success. Further, while there may exist alternative uses of financial resources that yield comparable or better returns in student outcomes, no clear evidence identifies what these alternatives might be.

Third, sustained improvements to the level and distribution of funding across local public school districts can lead to improvements in the level and distribution of student outcomes. While money alone may not be the answer, adequate and equitable distributions of financial inputs to schooling provide a necessary underlying condition for improving the adequacy and equity of outcomes. That is, if the money isn’t there, schools and districts simply don’t have a “leverage option” that can support strategies that might improve student outcomes. If the money is there, they can use it productively; if it’s not, they can’t. But, even if they have the money, there’s no guarantee that they will use it productively. Evidence from Massachusetts, in particular, suggests that appropriate combinations of more funding with more accountability may be most promising.

What don’t we know?

Indeed, there are many unanswered questions about how money matters and how it can matter most. Specifically, while many talk of more efficient or cost-effective options for spending money, information on these options is sorely lacking. Rhetoric abounds regarding current approaches to public schooling—such as spending on class size reduction—being the most inefficient or least cost-effective options. But proposed alternatives, such as restructuring teacher pay around indicators of “effectiveness” rather than seniority or credentials, are not backed by solid research and include no serious evaluations of cost. Accordingly, they provide no legitimate basis for comparing cost-effectiveness.

While we do have evidence that increased salaries may improve the quality of the teacher workforce and student outcomes, we do not have sufficient evidence to determine whether the same dollar spent on salaries to “improve teacher quality” by some (often unstated) means would achieve better or worse outcomes than if that dollar was spent on a more proven intervention, such as class size reductions. Moreover, even if there were evidence that some new policy was more cost-effective, this would actually represent an argument that money matters, not the opposite.

There is also limited evidence about the connection between funding and longer-term outcomes. In an era where educational output and outcomes are increasingly measured in terms of short-term changes in students’ performance on standardized tests of reading and math, we have arguably lost sight of broader and/or intermediate and long-term outcomes. We need to know more about the relationship between access to resources in preschool, elementary school and secondary school and successful transitions to and completion of undergraduate education (and labor market outcomes). We do have a growing body of evidence that students’ access to advanced coursework in mathematics does have a positive relationship to undergraduate success, and that access to a breadth of curricular and co-curricular opportunities increases college access. And we know that such opportunities are inequitably distributed across children. This research must expand to include a broader array of both inputs and outputs.

The primary problem is that state data systems provide limited capacity to track students from K-12 systems through college and into the workforce. Moreover, while the precision of financial data is improving in some regards, it remains difficult to tie district-level expenditure data to specific schools, programs and classrooms, limiting the ability of researchers to explore more closely the relationship between spending patterns, resource allocation choices and student outcomes. Hopefully, states will improve the quality and scope of their available data in the near future.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Given the preponderance of evidence that resources do matter and that state school finance reforms can effect changes in student outcomes, it seems somewhat surprising that not only has doubt persisted, but the rhetoric of doubt seems to have escalated. In many cases, direct assertions are made that schools can do more with less money; that money is not a necessary underlying condition for school improvement; and, in the most extreme cases, that cuts to funding might actually stimulate improvements that past funding increases have failed to accomplish.

To be blunt, money does matter. Schools and districts with more money clearly have a greater ability to provide higher-quality, broader and deeper educational opportunities to the children they serve. Furthermore, in the absence of money, or in the aftermath of deep cuts to existing funding, schools are unable to do many of the things they need to
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Do in order to maintain quality educational opportunities. Without funding, efficiency tradeoffs (like focusing on teacher quality versus teacher quantity) and innovations (like online learning) being broadly endorsed are suspect. One cannot trade spending money on class size reductions to increase teacher salaries to improve teacher quality if funding is not there for either—if class sizes are already large and teacher salaries noncompetitive. While these are not the conditions faced by all districts, they are faced by many.

It is certainly reasonable to acknowledge that providing more money, by itself, is not a comprehensive solution for improving school quality. Clearly, money can be spent poorly and have limited influence on school quality. On the flip side, money can be spent well and have substantive positive influence. However, money that’s not there can’t do either. The available evidence leaves little doubt: Sufficient financial resources are a necessary underlying condition for providing quality education.
Appendix: Methods and Measures in Money Matters Questions

Measuring the inputs

In this appendix, in order to help readers better understand the methods used in the studies discussed in this paper, I provide a more detailed primer on studying the relationship between money and student outcomes.

Broadly, studies of the “Does money matter?” genre seek to determine whether differences or changes in access to schooling inputs are associated with or result in differences in or changes to student outcomes. Any such studies must therefore include some measures of schooling inputs and of student outcomes. In studies that might fall into the “Does money matter?” category, input measures include money itself and resources that cost money.

Money itself

Per-pupil expenditure is a commonly used measure of the aggregate level of financial resources available in public school districts. The measure typically includes all current operating expenditures of school districts—that is, the fiscal year spending on salaries and benefits for school employees, on classroom supplies and equipment, and on facility utilities, maintenance and operations—divided by the number of children served. But this measure is problematic on a number of levels. First, very few studies appropriately adjust the value of per-pupil spending for differences (such as levels of labor competition or other costs) across labor markets within states. Second, some substantive differences in school district offerings that do cost money don’t show up as per-pupil expenditure variation, such as the addition of prekindergarten programs, which adds both spending and students, often at lower per-pupil spending than occurs in upper grades. It is a substantive addition to the educational program that may, in some cases, reduce average per-pupil spending districtwide.

Components of per-pupil spending, such as “instructional spending” or “administrative spending,” are also occasionally explored for their differential effects (if any) on student outcomes. It is often presumed that instructional spending differences will be most related to student outcomes (where instructional spending is often described as “money to the classroom,” consisting of teacher wages, materials, supplies, equipment and classroom support staff).

Resources that cost money

Differences in school- and district-level instructional spending often boil down to differences in quantities of instructional staff and differences in the characteristics of those staff (most related to differences in salaries related to differences in years of experience and degree levels). Quantities of instructional staff are most often measured in terms of class sizes or pupil-to-teacher ratios. To the extent that having a greater quantity of teachers affects student outcomes, then so too does having the money available to increase the quantity of teachers.

Teacher experience and degree levels are also often studied in the context of the “Does money matter?” debate because, within traditional teacher salary schedules, teachers with more experience and with more advanced degrees are generally paid higher salaries. To the extent that these characteristics are associated with differences in student outcomes, expenditures on these characteristics may be assumed to be associated with student outcomes.

One might also look specifically at comprehensive school reform models, some of which are noted for their resource intensiveness, such as the Roots and Wings/Success for All model and the more recently touted Apollo 20 program in Houston. To the extent that these models require greater expenditure than current levels, and result in better outcomes than current levels, a reasonable argument can be made that money spent on these reforms matters. Many comprehensive reform strategies embed some degree of additional staffing (instructional quantity) with some degree of professional development (improving instructional quality), and the relative costs of these components may be distilled.

Measuring the outcomes

Equally pertinent is the measurement of outcomes. Outcome measures in “Does money matter?” or “Does school quality matter?” studies tend to take three forms: short-term and concurrent academic achievement measures, mid-term academic attainment measures, and long-term economic benefit measures.

Short-term and concurrent academic achievement measures are the most common in the past two decades because of the increased availability of individual student-level data on academic achievement, largely from state data systems implemented for accountability purposes but also
from large national surveys, including the National Education Longitudinal Study of the eighth-grade class of 1988. Typically, when longitudinal data are available on individual students on measures of academic achievement, the goal is to determine the influence of differential school resources as a treatment on gains in student achievement outcomes. Most commonly, the measured outcomes are for math and language arts.

Mid-term academic attainment measures include measures of high school graduation rates, transition to higher education, persistence in higher education (and completion of specific coursework and credits) and time to completion of postsecondary education. These intermediate measures of attainment are less common, perhaps due to the relatively limited availability of detailed individual-level data linking K-12 education system parameters and college attendance patterns of graduates of specific K-12 schools and districts.

Long-term economic benefit measures have been the focus of numerous large-scale economic studies of the influence of schooling quality. From an economic perspective, there is great interest in validating that measurable differences in school quality or investment in schooling can ultimately have measurable effects on both individual wages and the economy as a whole.

**Research methods for linking the two**

A handful of research methods and statistical approaches have been used to evaluate the connection between money and schooling resources and student outcomes. These methods may be broadly classified into those that involve studying the “natural variation” in schooling quality available to individuals, based on where they attend school, and studies that involve the random assignment of students to receive specific reforms, strategies or programs (with fiscal implications). Note that natural variation is a research euphemism for the vast systemic inequity of the American public education system. Studies of natural variation may explore differences across schooling contexts or changes in schooling quality over time, which are in effect policy-induced variations.

**Studies relying on natural variation**

Most studies exploring the relationship between existing differences in schooling resources and existing differences in student outcomes attempt to estimate some form of a statistical model that relates student outcomes to financial or other schooling inputs, given background characteristics on student populations served and contextual factors of schools and districts in which those students are served. When framed this way, the statistical models are “production function” models, or models of the production of student outcomes. These studies seek to identify whether there exists a statistically significant relationship between spending measures or other school resource measures and student outcomes, ideally measured at the individual student level and measured in terms of outcome gains. Further, even if statistically significant, it is important to know how differences in inputs are associated with differences in outcomes. For example, how many more dollars does it take to improve achievement by a specific amount?

Numerous technical issues complicate these analyses, such as problems with fully accounting for “unobservable” differences in student backgrounds or schooling contexts, and difficulties determining what the right “shape” of the statistical relationship is between inputs and outcomes (for example, to what extent are there diminishing returns and when do they kick in?), each of which may compromise the validity of findings.

Another type of model, not often discussed as a method for determining whether money matters, is the education cost function. The education cost function essentially turns the education production function around in an attempt to determine the costs per pupil of achieving desired educational outcome levels, given the student populations served and contextual factors such as differences in the prices of schooling inputs, economies of scale, population sparsity and remoteness. In effect, these studies attempt to determine whether it costs more to achieve more, and how much it costs to do so, given the average costs of existing practices of schooling. In other words, does money matter?

Related studies of existing or historical variation of resources across children have explored the relationship between changes in the distribution or overall level of funding allocated by states to local public schools or districts and resulting changes in the level or distribution of student outcomes. For example, if a state allocates substantially more resources than in the past to low-wealth school districts, do student outcomes in those districts improve? These are policy-induced variations or changes, but are not experiments. I refer to these studies as “Do school finance reforms matter?” studies, and they are a particularly relevant variation on the broader “Does money matter?” question. They are important because state school finance policy is the primary vehicle for changing the level or distribution of funds available to schools and districts, and for altering in substantive ways the natural variation (inequity) of the system.
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Studies relying on experiments

Finally, there are those studies that rely on what is considered the gold standard for research and evaluation of educational programs—experimental design studies. Experimental design studies randomly assign one group of students to receive a specific set of programs and services and another group of students to a control group, or one that does not receive the treatment of interest. Large-scale experimental design studies have been conducted to determine the effects of class size reduction on student outcomes, participation in preschool programs on student outcomes, and the implementation of specific comprehensive school reform models on student outcomes. Randomized trials are useful for studying specific reforms or models that may have cost implications, but, to the best of my knowledge, randomized trials have not been conducted to discern the importance of financial inputs to schooling directly, in part because doing so would severely deprive some students of resources, which would likely be objectionable to institutional review boards and the general citizenry. Though, arguably, permitting the persistence of extreme natural variations is no less objectionable.
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A later article by Hanushek, reiterating and updating his earlier findings, also shows up as widely cited in the Social Science Citation Index: E. A. Hanushek, “Assessing the Effects of School Resources on Student Performance: An Update,” Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis 19, no. 2 (1997): 141-164.
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between studies of individual student performance and aggregate performance in schools or districts. Ninety-six of the 147 studies measure output by score on some standardized test. Approximately 40 percent are based upon variations in performance within single districts while the remainder look across districts. Three-fifths look at secondary performance (grades 7-12) with the rest concentrating on elementary student performance” (fn #25).

Greenwald and colleagues explain: “Studies in the universe Hanushek (1989) constructed were assessed for quality. Of the 38 studies, 9 were discarded due to weaknesses identified in the decision rules for inclusion described below. While the remaining 29 studies were retained, many equations and coefficients failed to satisfy the decision rules we employed. Thus, while more than three quarters of the studies were retained, the number of coefficients from Hanushek’s universe was reduced by two thirds” (p. 363). Greenwald and colleagues further explain that: “Hanushek’s synthesis method, vote counting, consists of categorizing, by significance and direction, the relationships between school resource inputs and student outcomes (including but not limited to achievement). Unfortunately, vote-counting is known to be a rather insensitive procedure for summarizing results. It is now rarely used in areas of empirical research where sophisticated synthesis of research is expected” (p. 362).


Specifically, Dewey and colleagues explain that many previous studies attempting to distill school resource effects on student outcomes concurrently correct for the economic background of students. However, the economic background measures, such as family income, are also strong determinants of the demand for schooling resources. Thus, including the two simultaneously in regression models violates both conceptual appropriateness (resource levels are endogenous to family characteristics) and statistical properties associated with those conceptual problems (that the error term is correlated with the school input measures, requiring a different statistical approach). Dewey and colleagues review the previous studies summarized by Hanushek, identifying that several suffer from this problem and that those that do tend to understate the influence of resources. Then Dewey and colleagues estimate alternative production functions.

We conducted our own empirical analysis using the Project TALENT student-level data set from 1960 and pooled state data for 1987-1992. In regressions from both data sets that were not plagued by misspecification, there is evidence that each school input had an impact on achievement (p. 42). Figlio’s study of alternative specifications of the “shape” of the relationship between money and outcomes raises similar issues about previous literature, including studies summarized by Hanushek, as does Corrine Taylor’s analysis that applies adjustments for the costs of hiring teachers. Indeed, many of the same studies considered rigorous enough for inclusion in Greenwald and colleagues analyses also suffer from the problems addressed by Husted and Kenny, and by Taylor (geographic cost adjustment) and Figlio. But, note that in each case, Dewey and colleagues, Taylor and Figlio find that when applying functional form and labor cost corrections, they tend to find stronger effects of schooling resources—specifically...
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money. So, one might then argue that Greenwald and colleagues decisively positive findings are, in fact, understated. In conducting this review, I went back to a handful of the original studies summarized by Hanushek (1986) and listed in the sources note to Table 8 of that article. Several were not easily accessible, having been non-peer-reviewed reports and doctoral theses. But among those available, consistent with the findings of Husted and Kenny, none attempted to account for the endogeneity of expenditures, often either evaluating simple correlations between spending and outcome measures (thus suffering significant omitted variables bias) or including a spending measure alongside determinants of spending. Arguably, teacher characteristics, including teacher salaries, are also endogenous to local demand factors. Original Hanushek studies reviewed include:

A. Boardman, O. Davis and P. Sanday, “A Simultaneous Equations Model of the Educational Process,” Journal of Public Economics 7, no. 1 (1977): 23-49. This study does not explore expenditures directly but does include measures of schooling facilities and teacher characteristics, but not salary. Thus, regional cost variation is less (or not) for the value of teacher salaries or education spending is less at issue. The authors of this study find that “many educational outputs jointly determine one another. Also, the results suggest that school and teacher variables have important effects on educational outcomes” (p. 23).

G. E. Johnson and F. P. Stafford, “Social Returns to Quantity and Quality of Schooling,” Journal of Human Resources 8, no. 2 (1973): 139-155. In this study, the authors find “high but diminishing marginal returns to investment in expenditures per pupil per year” (p. 139). This is among the studies that arguably understates the sensitivity of expenditures to outcomes by inclusion of the spending measure (natural log of expenditures) in the model with determinants of expenditure (family socioeconomic status). In addition, the model uses a national sample but fails to control for regional variation in the value of expenditures.

C. R. Link and E. C. Ratledge, “Social Returns to Quantity and Quality of Education: A Further Statement,” Journal of Human Resources 10, no. 1 (1975): 78-89. Link and Ratledge find: “Large but diminishing returns to incremental expenditures are observed” (p. 78). Link and Ratledge also use national survey data (National Longitudinal Study of the Labor Force). For the expenditure measure, like the above study, they use a measure of the 1968 district level per-pupil expenditures (natural logarithm) and also do not correct for regional variation, though some of the urbanicity variables included may capture a portion of this variation (unintentionally). The endogeneity problems are less clear in this study, because in place of controlling for direct demand determinants (family income, education), the authors control for individual IQ. However, IQ is arguably simultaneously determined with education spending, both IQ and school spending being a function of parental economic status and education level. Sensitive to this point, the authors explore direct and indirect effects of IQ, years of education and expenditures.

R. Raymond, “Determinants of the Quality of Primary and Secondary Public Education in West Virginia,” Journal of Human Resources 3, no. 4 (1968): 450-470. Raymond studied 5,000 students in West Virginia. Raymond did not explore per-pupil expenditures but did explore several teacher salary measures, but does not correct for regional variation in the value of those salaries across West Virginia. Raymond finds salaries to be associated with output measures of quality.

T. I. Ribich and J. L. Murphy, “The Economic Returns to Increased Educational Spending,” Journal of Human Resources 10, no. 1 (1975): 56-77. Ribich and Murphy used data from the national Project Talent survey. Ribich and Murphy found: “School expenditures are found to influence how many years of schooling an individual eventually receives, and the chief effect of spending differences on lifetime income is found to work through this school continuation link” (p. 56). Ribich and Murphy partly (though far from completely) correct for regional differences in the value of expenditures by including region variables. But, regression estimates likely suffer endogeneity addressed by Dewey, Husted and Kenny (including both family socioeconomic measures and expenditures alongside one another). Interestingly, the authors instead attribute the insensitivity of their outcome measures to spending (when directly estimated including all regions) to regional differences, specifically racial differences within southern states.

F. Welch, “Measurement of the Quality of Schooling,” American Economic Review 56 (1966): 379-392. This study explored the return to elementary and secondary schooling of the male rural farm population in 1959, focusing on those who had not attended college in an effort to isolate differences in elementary and secondary schooling quality. This study is problematic on a number of levels when viewed in hindsight. First, the ultimate analysis of factors associated with the quality of schooling is aggregated to the state level (and noted by the author as a significant limitation). Second, expenditure measures are included in models with (a) potential determinants of expenditures (racial composition, labor composition, enrollment per secondary school); and (b) schooling resources...
dependent on expenditures (salaries, staff per 100 pupils) (see regression output in Table 4, p. 390). Further, expenditures are not adjusted for regional differences in value, nor are salaries.

28 In tangentially related work, Hanushek, Rivkin and Taylor (1996) explore the influence of aggregation bias and omitted variables on estimates of the relationship between teacher characteristics and student outcomes, using data from the High School and Beyond survey. They find that at higher levels of aggregation, studies tend to overstate the strength of the relationship between resources and student outcomes, but raise the most significant concerns about studies using data aggregated to the state level with crude aggregate state level measures of student and population characteristics, far beyond the aggregation of most recent studies.

E. A. Hanushek, S. Rivkin and L. L. Taylor, “Aggregation Bias and the Estimated Effects of School Resources,” Review of Economics and Statistics 78, no. 4 (1996): 611-627. Along these lines, there does exist a separate body of literature that endeavors to prove that education spending is not associated with student outcomes by making national aggregate comparisons of spending and outcomes. That is, by showing that on average, countries that spend more per pupil don’t perform better on international assessments. See, for example

H. J. Walberg, “Spending More While Learning Less,” Fordham Report 2, no. 6 (1998). These studies suffer sufficiently from aggregation issues to be of little importance to the discussion herein. While aggregation might lead to overstating the money-outcome relationship in some studies, these studies also suffer from numerous substantial measurement problems regarding both input and outcome measures. For example, education spending data are simply not directly comparable across nations, partly because they include vastly different programs and services (athletics, arts, special education) as well as other specific expenses, such as health insurance costs for U.S. school employees, that may be covered via other government programs in other nations.

29 Hanushek (1986) explains: “Thus the basic determinants of instructional expenditures in a district are teacher experience, teacher education and class size, and most studies, regardless of what other descriptors of schools might be included, will analyze the effect of these factors on outcomes” (p. 1160).


31 Some go so far as to argue that half or more of teacher pay is allocated to “non-productive” teacher attributes, and so it follows that that entire amount of funding could be reallocated toward making schools more productive. See, for example, a recent presentation to the New York State Board of Regents from Sept. 13, 2011 (page 32), slides by Stephen Frank of Education Resource Strategies: www.p12.nysed.gov/mgserv/docs/SchoolFinanceForHighAchievement.pdf.


35 D. N. Figlio, “Can Public Schools Buy Better-Qualified
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49 For a review of much the same literature, see www.shankerinstitute.org/blog/recent-evidence-teacher-experience-and-productivity.


51 J. P. Papay and M. A. Kraft, “Productivity Returns


55 See, for example, D. J. Brewer, C. K. Kropp, B. P. Gill and R. Reichardt, “Estimating the Cost of National Class Size Reductions Under Different Policy Alternatives,” Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis 21, no. 2 (1999): 171-192. While this article provides insights into the cumulative costs of adding large numbers of teachers, it makes no comparisons to other strategies that might be employed for the same dollar. The article acknowledges the research on positive effects of class size and then estimates large-scale implementation costs, seemingly implying either that achieving these positive effects is simply too expensive or that there might be more cost-effective uses of the same dollar.


60 Another relevant study showing positive effects of pupil-to-teacher ratio reduction (different from class size) is the Wisconsin SAGE study. See A. Molnar, P. Smith, J. Zahorik, A. Palmer, A. Halbach and K. Ehrle, “Evaluating the SAGE Program: A Pilot Program in Targeted Pupil-Teacher Reduction in Wisconsin,” Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis 21, no. 2 (1999): 165-177. Unlike STAR, which was a true randomized experiment in Tennessee, SAGE in Wisconsin was designed as “a 5-year K-3 pilot project that began in the 1996-97 school year. The program required that participating schools implement 4 interventions including reducing the pupil-teacher ratio within classrooms to 15 students per teacher” (p. 165). Molnar and colleagues found: “Results of the 1996-97 and 1997-98 first grade data reveal findings consistent with the Tennessee STAR class size experiment” (p. 165). For an example of a study based on natural variation, finding no positive effects of smaller class size, see C. M. Hoxby, “The Effects of Class Size on Student Achievement: New Evidence from Population Variation,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 115, no. 4 (2000): 1239-1285. Hoxby uses grade-level, not student-level, data on 649 elementary schools in Connecticut, concluding “class size does not have a statistically significant effect on student achievement” (p. 1239).


Head Start costs $8,000 per child. Given the 6 percentage-point effect noted above, the amount spent by Head Start to induce a single child into college is therefore $133,333 ($8,000/0.06). For Abecedarian, the figure is $410,000 ($90,000/0.22). The cost of reduced class size is $12,000 per student, larger than that of Head Start but considerably smaller than that of Abecedarian. The amount spent in STAR to induce a single child into college is $400,000 ($12,000/0.03). If the program could be focused on students in the poorest third of schools (the subpopulation that most closely matches that of the preschool interventions), then the cost drops to $171,000 per student induced into college. Upward Bound costs $5,620 per student. If the program could be targeted to students with low educational aspirations, the implied cost of inducing a single student into college is $93,667 ($5,620/0.06). Dynarski (2003) examines the effect of the elimination of the Social Security Student Benefit Program, which paid college scholarships to the dependents of deceased, disabled and retired Social Security beneficiaries. Eligible students were disproportionately black and low-income. The estimates from that paper indicate that about two-thirds of the treated students who attended college were inframarginal, while the other third was induced into the college by the $7,000 scholarship. These estimates imply that three students are paid a scholarship in order to induce one into college. The cost per student induced into college is therefore $21,000. Finally, the cost per treated subject in the FAFSA experiment (Bettinger et al., 2012) was $88, for an implied cost per student induced into college of $1,100 ($88/0.08). S. Dynarski, J. M. Hyman and D. W. Schanzenbach, Experimental Evidence on the Effect of Childhood Investments on Postsecondary Attainment and Degree Completion (no. w17533) (National Bureau of Economic Research, 2011).


Kevin Welner and I explain that Hanushek and Lindseth failed to even measure whether substantive changes had occurred to the level or distribution of school funding as well as when and for how long. We point out that in New Jersey, for example, infusion of funding occurred from 1998 to 2003 (or 2005), thus Hanushek and Lindseth’s window includes six years on the front end where little change occurred. Kentucky reforms had largely faded by the mid-to late 1990s, yet Hanushek and Lindseth measure postreform effects in 2007. Further, in New Jersey, funding was infused into approximately 30 specific districts, but Hanushek and Lindseth explore overall changes to outcomes among low-income children and minorities using NAEP data, where some of these children attend the districts receiving additional support but many did not. In short, the slipshod comparisons made by Hanushek and Lindseth provide no reasonable basis for asserting either the success or failure of state school finance reforms. We also discuss other studies that involve similar flaws of reasoning. For example, Greene and Trivitt present a study in which they claim to show that court-ordered school finance reforms led to no substantive improvements in student outcomes. However, the authors test only whether the presence of a court order is associated with changes in outcomes, and never once measure whether substantive school finance reforms followed the court order. See J. P. Greene and J. R. Trivitt, “Can Judges Improve Academic Achievement?,” Peabody Journal of Education 83, no. 2 (2008): 224-237. In an equally problematic analysis, Florence Neymotin set out to show that massive court-ordered infusions of funding in Kansas following Montoy v. Kansas led to no substantive improvements in student outcomes. However, Welner and I explain that Neymotin evaluated changes in school funding from 1997 to 2006, but the first additional funding infused following the January 2005 Supreme Court decision occurred in the 2005-06 school year, the end point of Neymotin’s outcome data. F. Neymotin, “The Relationship between School Funding and Student Achievement in Kansas Public Schools,” Journal of Education Finance 36, no. 1 (2010): 88-108.

In an earlier, edited volume, Hanushek goes so far as to title the book “How School Finance Lawsuits Exploit Judges’ Good Intentions and Harm Our Children” (emphasis added). The premise that additional funding for schools, often leveraged toward class size reduction, additional course offerings or increased teacher salaries, causes harm to children is, on its face, absurd. And the book, which implies as much in its title, never once validates that such reforms ever do cause harm. Rather, the title is little more than a manipulative attempt to convince the noncritical spectator who never gets past the book’s cover to fear that school finance reforms might somehow harm children. That is, adding an element of fear to the cloud of doubt. See, for example, E. A. Hanushek, Courting Failure: How School Finance Lawsuits Exploit Judges’ Good Intentions and Harm Our Children (Hoover Institution Press, 2006). A review of the book is available at www.tcrecord.org/Content.asp?ContentId=13382. This book also includes two examples of a type of analysis that occurred with some frequency in the mid-2000s that also had the intent of showing that school funding doesn’t matter. These studies would cherry pick anecdotal information from either or both (a) poorly funded schools that have high outcomes; and (b) well-funded schools that have low outcomes. The implication would be that if such schools exist, money must not matter. See W. M. Evers and P. Clopton, “High-Spending, Low-Performing School Districts,” in Courting Failure: How School Finance Lawsuits Exploit Judges’ Good Intentions and Harm Our Children, ed. E. A. Hanushek (Palo Alto, CA: Hoover Press, 2006), 103-194; and H. Walberg, “High-Poverty, High-Performance Schools, Districts and States,” in Courting Failure: How School Finance Lawsuits Exploit Judges’ Good Intentions and Harm Our Children, ed. E. A. Hanushek (Palo Alto, CA: Hoover Press, 2006), 79-102.

For additional discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of this particular study, see Baker and Welner (2011).

D. Card and A. A. Payne, “School Finance Reform, the Distribution of School Spending, and the
The authors explain: “Our sample consists of PSID sample members born between 1955 and 1985 who have been followed from 1968 into adulthood through 2011. This corresponds to cohorts that both straddle the first set of court-mandated SFRs (the first of which was in 1972) and are old enough to have completed formal schooling by 2011. Two-thirds of those in these cohorts in the PSID grew up in a school district that was subject to a court-mandated school finance reform between 1972 and 2000.” C. K. Jackson, R. C. Johnson and C. Persico, The Effects of School Spending on Educational and Economic Outcomes: Evidence from School Finance Reforms (no. w20847) (National Bureau of Economic Research, 2015).


J. Roy, “Impact of School Finance Reform on Resource Equalization and Academic Performance: Evidence from Michigan,” Education Finance and Policy 6, no. 2 (2011): 137-167. Roy (2011) published an analysis of the effects of Michigan’s school finance reforms of the 1990s, which led to a significant leveling up for previously low-spending districts. Roy, whose analyses measure both whether the policy resulted in changes in funding and who was affected, found that “Proposal A was quite successful in reducing interdistrict spending disparities. There was also a significant positive effect on student performance in the lowest-spending districts as measured in state tests” (p. 137).


87 T. A. Downes, J. Zabel and D. Ansel, Incomplete Grade: Massachusetts Education Reform at 15 (Boston, MA: MassINC, 2009).

88 J. Guryan, “Does Money Matter? Estimates from Education Finance Reform in Massachusetts,” Working Paper No. 8269 (Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research, 2001). While this paper remains an unpublished working paper, the advantage of Guryan’s analysis is that he models the expected changes in funding at the local level as a function of changes to the school finance formula itself, through what is called an instrumental variables or two-stage least squares approach. Then, Guryan evaluates the extent to which these policy-induced variations in local funding are associated with changes in student outcomes. Across several model specifications, Guryan finds increased outcomes for students at grade 4 but not at grade 8. A counter study by the Beacon Hill Institute suggests that reduced class size and/or increased instructional spending either has no effect on or actually worsens student outcomes. S. Jagia and V. Vachharajani, Money for Nothing: The Failures of Education Reform in Massachusetts (2004), www.beaconhill.org/BHIStudies/EdStudy5_2004/BHIEdStudy52004.pdf.


91 Two studies of school finance reforms in New Jersey also merit some attention, in part because they directly refute findings of Hanushek and Linsdeth and of the earlier Cato study, and do so with more rigorous and detailed methods. The first, by Alex Resch of the University of Michigan (doctoral dissertation in economics), explored in detail the resource allocation changes during the scaling-up period of school finance reform in New Jersey. Resch found evidence suggesting that New Jersey Abbott districts “directed the added resources largely to instructional personnel” (p. 1), such as additional teachers and support staff. She also concluded that this increase in funding and spending improved the achievement of students in the affected school districts. Looking at the statewide 11th-grade assessment (“the only test that spans the policy change”), she found “that the policy improves test scores for minority students in the affected districts by one-fifth to one-quarter of a standard deviation” (p. 1). Goertz and Weiss (2009) also evaluated the effects of New Jersey school finance reforms but did not attempt a specific empirical test of the relationship between funding level and distributional changes and outcome changes. Thus, their findings are primarily descriptive. Goertz and Weiss explain that on state assessments, achievement gaps closed substantially between 1999 and 2007, the period over which Abbott funding was most significantly scaled up. A. M. Resch, Three Essays on Resources in Education (dissertation) (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Department of Economics, 2008), retrieved Oct. 28, 2009, from http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/2027.42/61592/1/aresch_1.pdf; and M. Goertz and M. Weiss, Assessing Success in School Finance Litigation: The Case of New Jersey (New York City: Campaign for Educational Equity, Teachers College, Columbia University, 2009). The authors explain: “State Assessments: In 1999 the gap between the Abbott districts and all other districts in the state was over 30 points. By 2007 the gap was down to 19 points, a reduction of 11 points or 0.39 standard deviation units. The gap between the Abbott districts and the high-wealth districts fell from 35 to 22 points. Meanwhile performance in the low-, middle-, and high-wealth districts essentially remained parallel during this eight-year period” (Figure 3, p. 23).


Some, however, find that charter school expansion may exert negative effects through student/peer sorting:


W. Dobbie and R. G. Fryer Jr., Getting Beneath the Veil of Effective Schools: Evidence from New York City (National Bureau of Economic Research, 2011). The authors note: “We find that traditionally collected input measures—class size, per pupil expenditure, the fraction of teachers with no certification, and the fraction of teachers with an advanced degree—are not correlated with school effectiveness.”


Others also explain that many charter schools may achieve positive outcome effects by increasing the length of school days, providing additional weekend instruction and extending school years into the summer months. The additional costs associated with all of this additional time are kept in check by employing inexperienced teachers and leveraging the lack of collective bargaining (in many charters) to require the longer hours and years, with less regard for “burnout” or turnover because turnover keeps staffing costs low. Again, scalability of these strategies is questionable. In all likelihood, systemwide expansion of school days and school years would require additional resources.


T. J. Gronberg, D. W. Jansen and L. L. Taylor, “The


Kevin Welner and I discuss at length Hanushek and Lindseth’s strange heavy reliance on these two Cato reports from the late 1990s on Kansas City and New Jersey, as if these reports are the seminal works of the field. Yet, amazingly, Hanushek and Lindseth ignore outright most of the major peer-reviewed articles on school finance reform by credible researchers using credible methods, addressed herein and addressed in my article with Welner: B. Baker and K. Welner, “School Finance and Courts: Does Reform Matter, and How Can We Tell,” Teachers College Record 113, no. 11 (2011): 2374-2414. For example, in a Hoover Institution commentary regarding school funding litigation in New York state, Hanushek (2002) noted: “One need only look at the results in Kansas City. A school desegregation ruling in the 1980s began a period of more than a decade when the schools had access to virtually unlimited state funds. The dreams of school personnel did not translate into any measurable gains in student performance, even as their schools moved to the very top of national spending.” A PDF of this op-ed is available on Eric Hanushek’s website, at http://www.edlawcenter.org/assets/files/maisto/masito%20trial%20documents/State%27s%20Expert%20Report%20-%20Dr.%20Eric%20Hanushek.pdf.


Specifically, Hanushek includes the following footnote: “Hanushek (2003). See also Hanushek (1981, 1986, 1989). The statistical analyses focus on the independent impact of resources on performance after allowing for differences among families, peers, and neighborhoods. A variety of sophisticated approaches have been applied to schooling situations across the countries, and the reviews summarize these studies. The aggregate results of the most sophisticated of these studies are shown below.”


The authors explain: “To see the problems of Hanushek’s logic, consider the following true statistics: between 1960 and 2000 the rate of cigarette smoking for females decreased by more than 30 percent while the rate of deaths by lung cancer increased by more than 50 percent over the same time period. [1] An analysis of these time trends might lead one to infer that smoking reduces lung cancer. However, most informed readers can point out numerous flaws in looking at this time trend evidence and concluding that ‘if smoking causes lung cancer, then there should have been a large corresponding reduction in cancer rates so that there can be no link between smoking and lung cancer.’ However, this is exactly the facile logic invoked by Hanushek regarding the effect of school spending on student achievement” (Jackson, K., Johnson, R.C., & Persico, C. (2015) Money Does Matter After All. Education Next. http://educationnext.org/money-matter).


G. Borman and G. Hewes, “The Long-Term Effects and Cost-Effectiveness of Success for All,”


153 These studies have some significant empirical advantages over production function studies in that they allow for corrections to be made for differences in the level of efficiency in producing outcomes across districts. This is possible in a cost-function framework because the spending variable is the dependent variable rather than one of the independent variables. When spending is the dependent variable, one can include in the model characteristics of school districts theoretically assumed to be related to greater inefficiency, such as less constrained fiscal capacity.
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